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Rio Grande's Water ateauni; House Committee Startled In Nine Passengers Killed and Common Carriers Must Obey United States Supreme Court Tomorrow a Legal Holiday That Was a Hot Game Yes.
'
Probe of State De-- ?
and Stores, Banks and
. Law Limiting Hours
Says It Is In Restraint
Eighteen Seriously Injured
ly Washing Away Socorterday Afternoon Despite
'"
,
at 'McCook
partment
Offices Close
of Trade
Employment
ro County Town
the Hail Storm
"
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Democrats Rescind Caucus Ac Every Member of Omaha and Actls Not Unconstitutional Da History of One of Most Import-antion to Support Lorimer
Cases Decided at
Denver Baseball League
dares Chief Tribunal
InvestigationThis Term.
Teams Hurt.
of the Land.

Cimarron Publishing Company
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Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mil- (By Special
Washington, D.iC, May 29. Albert
ler received a telegram today from
nnrtratt
a Philadolnhia
Roftpnthal
M. Apodaca of San Antonio, Socorro
com
House
the
startled
today
painter
county, stating that the Rio Grande mittee which is
investigating expen
was washing away the town and im-- j
ditures in the state department with
ploring the engineer to hurry there to;
direct the fight against the waters. the charge that he received only $S50
There are probably 500 people In for a portrait of Associate Justice W.
San Antonio and with the aid of peo- R. Day," former secretary of .state;
while the state department records
ple who live nearby, a formidable
contain a voucher and receipt indiIt
to
be
marshalled
can
protect
army
cating that he was paid $2,450.
of
method
from destruction. The
Roosevelt Asked to Tell.
fighting the expanding stream is to
take sacks and fill them with dirt and . Washington, D. C, May 29. Theo
rocks and throw them at the neck of dore Roosevelt is desired as a witness
the stream where the first encroach- before the special "Steel Trust" in
ment was made. Gradually the waters vestigation committee of the house. A-are diverted into the original bed of request has been sent to Mr. Roosevelt
the river and thus the fast crumbling to appear and tell what he knows
about the taking of the Tennessee Coal
sand is held in check.
Special Agent Cancels 500 Entries. and Iron Company by the United
Special Agent H. S. FoVeman ot the States Steel Corporation."
U. S. Land Office, has cancelled 500
Congress Will Keep Hands Off.
homestead entries in southeastern
Washington, D. C, May 29. That
'
New- Mexico.
congress will not conduct an investigation into the arrest and extradition
For the Treasury. V
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero to California in connection with the
of $1,627.44 from Los Angeles dynamiting case of J. J.
has received the-suOscar Lohman, treasurer of Dona Ana McNamara, the Indianapolis labor
county, and $18.75 from Game and Fish leader, was indicated today when the
house committee on rules decided to
,
Warden Thomas P. Gable.
take no action on the Berger resoluApplies for Admission.
The Equitable Surety Company ot tion providing for such an inquiry.
Democrats JJrawfish.
St. Louis, Missouri Jies today applied
for admission into New Mexico.
Washington, D. C.,' May 29. By a
This company commenced business vote. of thirty one to eleven the Demcash ocratic senators in caucus rescinded
March 29, 1911, with a paid-ucapital of $1,000,000. It transacts a their former decision to support the
general surety and fidelity business. Martin resolution providing for a reNotaries Named.
investigation of the former case by
Governor Mills has appointed the the committee on privileges and elec
following notaries: Florence Ida John- tions. This action left the Democrats
son,- Ruidoso, Lincoln county; Walter uncommitted to any program
when
B. Coston, Farmington, San Juan coun- the Lorimer case came up in the senty: David J. Metzgar, Albuquerque; W. ate today.
H. H. Llewellyn. Las Cruces; John
W. Campbell, Tucumcari, Quay coun- FARM HAND SHOOTS
tv: John M. Hail. Roswell Chaves
DOWN SIX PERSONS.

(By Special Leased Wire lo New Mexican!
McCook, Neb., May 29. The West
Colorado Limited No. 9 end the
passenger No. 12 on the Burlington road collided during a thick
fog nine miles east of here early this
morning..
Nine persons were killed and IS
The members of the Omaha

(By Special Leased Wire to IJew Mexican)
Washington, D. C, May 29. "The
Hours of Service Law for Railroad
Employes," passed ..by congress in;
1907, was upheld today as constitu
tional by the supreme court of the
United States. This decision was announced by Justice Hughes in the case
instituted by the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad Company
Story of the Case.
Washington, May 29. The act made
it unlawful for any common carrier
to
engaged in Interstate commerce
permit any train man subject to the
act to remain on duty for a longer
period than 16 consecutive hours,
or any telegraph operator more than
nine or thirteen hours, according to
the time the telegraph station was
opened for business. The act also
created periods of rest for the em
ployes.
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Company attacked the law as uncon
stitutional on the ground that it applied
to intra-stat- e
as well as to interstate
The order
railroad and employes.
by which the Interstate Commerce
Commission placed the law into op
eration was attacked aiso. ' The rail
road claimed that Congress could not
and did not attempt to delegate to
the commission the power to retntlre
reports of violation of the law; that
the labor and expense necessary to
make the reports constituted a taking
of the railroad's property without due
process of law and is therefore in viola
tion of the constitution; and that it
ccmpelled
by officers and employes' of the railroad, also in violation of the constitution.
The objections to the law were met
with denials by the government. Both
the law Itself and the order, drafted
by the Interstate Commerce Commis
sion, were upheld as constitutional
by the Circuit Court of the United
States for the District of Maryland,
where the case originated.
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Impresssive Services Will Be McCarthy Struck Out RecalciConducted By G. A R. at
trant Batter In Nick
National Cemetery.
of Time.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
. Washington,
D. C, May 29. The Tobacco trust was held to be in restraint
of trade today by the United States
'
supreme court.
Story of the Case.
Washington, May 29. The American Tobacco corporation was made
the target of the second big 'trust"
The
prosecution of recent years.
first was the Standard Oil, because
the testimony taken In the tobacco
case was not so extensive as that In
the Standard Oil, the two cases were
before the Supreme Court for consideration at the same time.
The attempt of the government to
dissolve Ihe Tobacco corporation as
law
violating the Sherman Anti-Trutook shape in 1907.
In that year, a
petition was filed in the United States
Circuit Court at New York.
The
government asked that the American
Tobacco Company, its officers, directors and affiliated corporations,
be
prevented and enjoined from restraining and monopolizing commerce in tobacco.
The restraints and the monopoliss
alleged by, the government, were said
to have been obtained by an intricate
system of corporate organizations. It
began in 1890, when the first American Tobacco Company was organized.
The new company took over the business ot five independent cigarette con-

Tomorrow will be Memorial Day.
Santa Fe defeated Albuquerque to
This is the day sft apart in nearly the tune of 10 to 9
yesterday at the
all of the states and teritories for the colkge grounds with McCarthy and
solGaastra in the points. Weeks and
purpose of commemorating the
diers who fell in the civil war and Weeks started the game for AlbuquerThe day que but were Jater removed in favor
decorating their graves.
thus set apart is May 30, in all North- of O'Bannon and Chavez. Santa Fe.
ern and Wes'ern states and in Vir- with the exception of tha first half of
ginia, where as in all the Southern the ninth inning, played brilliant ball
states the name adopted is ' Confed- and electrified the crowd by plays of
and Denver Western League ball
erate Memorial Day."
nature. Frye and
teams were passengers on the westThe day, however, s one which has Stanton each pulled down long drives
bound train. All were severely bruisbeen solemnly observed in Santa Fe after the hardest kind of runs.- Joe
ed and shaken up but none seriously
and as in former years, tomorrow Cerardinelli carried off the individual
injured.
- James McGill, president of the Denthere will be an elaborate program hitting honors with a home run, two
base hits and a single. Gaastra and
carried out.
ver club, had one of the bonea in his
Frye also hit well.
aria"
broken
is
Kinsella
Pitcher
The striking feature, of course,
left foot
Albuquerque started the scoring on
of the Deliver team, received a deep
the parade, in which many organizaa home run by Weeks in the second
.
cut in the face.
tions will take part.
.' Both
trains were running at nlgn
The parade will move at 3 p. m. inning. No ona was on the bases. Joe
and the line of march will be Palece Berardinelli evened up by a long drive
speed when the collision occurred,
but the force of the collision was apavenue to Cathedral street, thence to to the trees behind center field in
San Francisco street and by way of the third for four sacks. Then Albuparently felt more by the heavy westbound train
Rosario avenue to the National cem- querque came back with two more in
the fifth and Santa Fe also came back
etery. There impressive ceremonies as did the rain.
The day coach was reduced to splinIt was raining duradthe
will
be
carried
out,
in
and
coach
of
most
this
opening
the
ters,
ing Santa Fe's half of the fifths and
be
made
will
Candelario
dress
by
Both engines
casualties occurred.
four runs had gone over and Koch was
were reduced to a mass ofi twisted
Martinez, senior vice post commander on second when the hail started a
Welt-mer
of the G. A. R. Chaplain Jacob
steel, in which were the mangled
bombardment that drove all the play
will offer prayer and Captain ers and
bodies of the engineers and firemen.
spectators and Dan Padilla to
with
will
follow
Martinez
"soon
the
ritual
As
as news of the wreck
the shelter of the grand stand. When
address. The ceremony of decoration the hail let
reached McCook two relief trains carup enough to resume the
ot' the monument will be conducted by
rying surgeons and nurses were made
game, Aiarid ended the inning by
of
E.
F.
and
the
officer
scene
Hobart,
of the
day,
up and hurried to the
striking out.
Mr. Weltmer will respond.
Comrade
wreck.
Nothing of Importance occurred un
J A. Miller will deliver President LinThe dead and injured will
be
til the last half of the eighth when
coln's
"address
famous
Gettlysburg
brought here. It will be several hours
Santa Fe pounded O'Bannon's deliv
cerns.
which will be followed by other adbefore the track can be cleared.
In 1898 the Continental
for five more runs and put tne
Tobacco
ery
C.
dresses by Attorneys E. P. Davies,
The cause of the accident has not
Company was incorporated to take ov- J. Nies and Former Governor W. T, game on ice. But,.in the first half of
been learned, but is reported that e,
the ninth, the unexpected happened.
er the plug tobacco business ot the
Thornton.
Santa Fe went to pieces and before it
misunderstanding of orders occurred.
American Tobacco Company and that
The First Regiment Band will dis- cleared up enough to see,
Albuquerof five Independent plug manufactur; course music.
y
was a
MORMONS ASK MEXICO
que had scored six runs,
ers.
ot hair
Then follows the scattering
FOR HEAVY DAMAGES.
raising finish, and had Kunz not
In 1900, the American Snuff Com- flowers on the
graves and the salute left the batter's box to argue with
pany was incorporated to take over to the dead by the infantry firing
Claim to Have Been Chief Sufferers
umpire, the result might have
the snuff business of the American squad. There will be more music the
been different, for while Kunz was
From Insurrection of Madero
Tobacco Company, of the Continent- and the ceremonies will conclude
and Followers.
McCarthy pitched the third
county.
al Tobacco Company, and of two with benediction offered by the Rev. arguing,
over
strike
and the game ended 10-Land Entries.
Two
HIS
Kills
Employer, Wife and
other independent manufacturers.
H. F. Summers.,
Fe.
in
of
to
Leased
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Santa
New
Wire
Special
(By
entries
Mexican)
land
were
the
The following
Children In Their Beds at Pawnee
In 1901, the American Cigar Com'
Notice to Aides.1
.'
' .The Score.
...
New OrleansrLa., May 29. Mormon
here Saturday: William O. Mabry
.City, Nebraska.
pany was incorporated io take over
II. R. O. A.
Major Fritz MuUer who has seen Alb.
settlers in the state of Chihuahua,
John Mayhead,
Bailey, Oklahoma;
the business of the American Tobac- active service in more wars than one, Kunz, if
'..0 0 1 0
Santa Fe; David M. Buther, Nolan; (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Mexico, will press claims against the
co Company and other manufactur- will be marshall of the parade. He Salazar, ss
1 1 0 1
Pawnee City, Neb.. May 29. J. A. Mexican government aggregating more HO,
Pablita A. Sanchez, Wagon Mound;
and sellers of cigars, cheroots and requests that members of his staff Hidalgo, cf
ers
1
0
a
F.
million
dollars for damages susJames A. Thompson,- Aztec; Juan
McVittie, his wife and two children, than
'
.
1
0
stogies.
and aides report at the G. A. R. head- Allen, 3d
Romero, Albuquerque ; Emma Par-rot- were shot and killed and a third child tained by the hands of insurrectos and
2
In the same year, the Consolidated quarters on West Paiace avenue at Weeks, r. p
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Progressing
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shooting
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Publishing
today by
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Companies E and F, New Mexico Na- O'Bannon, p
Unless these claims are settled withCompany which has its principal of- three times and seriously wounding
the De Vargas Continental
A. Salazar
ably
.1
Upon
ComIn
American
to
the
at
Guard
the
tional
armory
1903,
Stogie
him.
report
and
out delay, said he, the Mormons, who
fice at Cimarron, Colfax county,
pany was incorporated to take over at 2 p. m. and to Major Muller at 2:43
are under the Mother Church at Salt
Pageaht
is capitalized at $5,000, beginning busi
8 9 24 12 8
the Stogie business of the American P m.
Lake City, will take the complaint' to
ness with $2,000. The stockholders PERU AND CHILI ARE
Batted for Holland in ninth.
Tha iirntrrntn fnt-- tha AVArrlsiia H'! 1 t
HAVING TROUBLE AGAIN the authorities at Washington.
Cigar Company, the American Tobacare J. J. Brick, 1940 shares; J. T.
H. R. O. A.
Santa Fe
Fulton, O. F. Matkin, Albert W.
"The Mormons In Chihuahua have BASEBALL COMMITTEE NAMED co Company, and the Continental To- published in full in the New Mexican Stanton, cf
1 1
bacco Company.
Thursday.
A. C. Fox, James McVey, each Public Meeting at Santiago Demands suffered more
from the revo2 2 1 0
severely
If.
Frye,
.
Legal Holiday.
Tobacco
In 1904, the American
That All Peruvians Leave
ten shares-lution than any other settlers," said
2 2 9 2
c
Gaastra,
Tomorrow is a legal holiday and
Eduational Matters.
Mr. Smith.
Capital at Once.
"The rebels took what Official Photographer Will Take Company, the Continental Tobacco
1 1 0 2
McCarthy, p
the
territorial
stores,
county,
Tohas
banks,
of
education
The department
Company, and the Consolidated
they wanted and gave notes. We now
0 2 ft
Decorated
of
Pictures
rf.
...1
Koch,
will
be
closed.
offices
and
federal
of
New
Cook
Mexican) propose to see that these notes are
been informed that T. L.
(By Special Leased Wire to
bacco Company were merged into the
0 0 1 3
.
ss
Alarid,
AutomobilesAt
the postoffice the general delivery
Farmington has been elected city
Santiago, Chile May 29. In con- met and unless Mexico is willing to
2 1 9 0
present American Tobacco Company. window
will be open from 9 to 10 a. Closson, 1st
school superintendent there; R. Ai sequence of the serious conflict be- pay, we will ask the United States
The government claimed that all
P. Berardinelli, 3d .. ..0 0 1 1
m.
one
be
of
will
collection
and
there
celeDean at Portales; B. F. Kelser at Day tween Peruvians and Chileans at government to see that wa get Justice. '
While the DeVargas pageant
these organizations were created with
J. Berardinelli, 2d .....3 3 3 2
of DeVargas into the definite purpose to destroy com- mail.
ton, and T. I. Poor, last year of Arte-8ia- , Iquique, Chile, yesterday, resolutions
brating the
'
'
No
Tomorrow.
G.
at Lake Arthur. Profesor H.
Paper
were passed St a large public meeting MILE IN THIRTY-FIVSanta Fe in 1G92, will be a unique fea- petition and that- - they accomplished
12 10 27 10 9
The Santa Fe New Mexican will
Howard who has been at Dayton, will held here today demanding the forciAND HALF SECONDS. ture of Santa Fe's Fourth of July cel- that purpose.
base
Each step was attackThree
hit.
Chaves,
Frye; 2
an in Malacft as nrincinal of the ble expulsion- ot all Peruvians from
ebration this year, sports will not be ed as part of an unlawful plan, whose not be published tomorrow.
base hit, J. Berardinelli, Gaastra,
!
schools there.
the Chilean capital. The consul '. of (By Special Leasea TVlre to New Mexican) neglected. Besides the Plaza sports development and progress was advanKoch. Home run, R, Weeks, J. Ber.' Institutes Opening.
Peru has placed the consulate here
ardinelli. Double plays, Weeks to AlInd.,
Indianapolis,
May 29. Bob in the afternoon, there will be horse-racin- ced, it was charged with duress, opInstitute work began today in sev- in charge of the American consul.
and a fast baseball game at pression and unfair methods intended FAVOR
len; J. Berardinelli to Closson 2. Hit
Burman, driving his 200 horse power
eral places in the territory, including
on
Southside.
Baseball
the
the
Bases, off O'Banby pither, Allen.
park
out
out
to
drive
and
this
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keep
cat,
morning established
Gallup, McKlnley county, and Hager-manon 1. Struck out, by McCarthy 10,
a new; slate for world's speedway rec A baseball committee has Just been and secure monopolies.
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Institutes
Other
Ctaves county.
by Weeks 5, O'Bannon 3.
The defendants claimed that noth- ords.- He drove tne mile in 35:35 tne appointed consisting of Postmaster E.
AT
will open next, week in Santa Fe, BerSide Lights.
C. Burke, Assistant Attorney .General
to
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16:83
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It
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LU
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nalillo, Mora, Socorro and Valencia
What do you think of little Joe
and the quarter mile 8:16.
Harry S. Clancy and Dr. T. A. Mc- tion of these corporations, but the
counties. The' summer session of the
Berardinelli? He hit the ball hard
Carthy." These will arrange a game orderly, natural and legitimate deSchool openNew Mexico Normal
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team with the strong
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business.
They
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Flames and
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Mr.
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took
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day.
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The tobacco organization was char
'
Body Lashed to Post
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ed to the House on Friday.
lustrations in many magazines and
preliminary steps in regard to the hy- Washington, D. C. May 29. Ger- with having a monopoly of the (By Special
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'
29.
D.
In Embers
The debate today on Lorimer
newspapers of late years. The more licorice
Drugs
drographlc work to be done on Fre
May
Washington,
C,
manumany today expressed her willingness
paste, required in the
was quite hot and personal.
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for
ineffective
there
for
provement in the methods of stream (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Owing to the pressure of
absolutely
orated,
States for a general arbitration treaty
the yet
Nationin & Forbes Company, organized by
faction in seeing it reproduced
other important business be- gaging. Mr. Miller has promised to
along the lines laid down by Secretary
San Francisco, May 29. Refusing
no competitor, It purpose without violating the
Continental
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work
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more than one publication during the
al Food and Drugs act, according
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In the case of Dr. O. A. Johnson.
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bacco Company had entered Into con- in that they implied that the articles (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
trip to the dam, and this was made distant from his own home on May 19, X tlon of sections 1 and 2 of the X p. m. ,
4 '
law.
;
during the day, the party of business and found the house burned to the X anti-trux The committees are working hard tracts With the Imperial Tobacco would cure and were effective in Washington, D. C, ; May 29. The
men from this city accompanying the ground and Sweasey body lashed to X
"British bringing about the cure of cancer. It capital of Oklahoma will remain at
the
Delegate W. H. Andrews be- - X and SantaFe will have a Fourth of Company,
governor and engineer, five automo- a post In the midst of the burning em- X lleves that the Senate will pass X July celebration that; will eclipse all Trust," wereby the latter should lim- was alleged in the indictment that Oklahoma City so far as the supreme '
biles being engaged for the purpose. bers. Mrs.. Sweasey hod disappeared X the House Statehood V resolu-- 1 X former affairs and wll set the pace it its activities to Great Britian ex- this statement was untrue and the ar- court of the United States is conThe. trip of 13 miles to the site was; and is believed to have been taken X tlon without modification and X for the future throughout New Mexico. cept as to the purchase of a certain ticles were worthless and Ineffective cerned. The Tribunal today declined
made with but few mishaps. Here prisoner, by the bandits and held for X that the Senate committee on X
to hold that the Oklahoma statute en- ',
amount of leaf in America and the for such purposes.
n
Historical Characters.
on
was
after lunch a thorough Inspection was ransom.
the
in
indictment
acted last December to remove the
Sweasey is believed
The
business
should
its
limit
At a meeting of the Hispana-Ameri- by X territories wl.. make a favor- - X
quashed
former
Hansfelder to have been a former resi- X able report soon.'
'
capital from Guthrie was unconstitu
x
, (Continued on Page Bight.)
dent of San Diego.
Continued oa Pag Four.
tlonal.
om Page Four.)
. ,
,
,
.
XX X
(Continued on Page Five.)
(Continued
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CAP A NO BOOTS.
(By John Clair Minot in Youths' Companion.)
Muddy boots and a cap of blue,
common
Hidden away from the
view
Boots begrimed with Virginia clay,
Heavy and rough end worn away;
Cap with vizor firm and wide.
Darkly stained upon the side;
Cap and boots; and that was all
Sent from the Southern hospital
In the battle years of long ago.

The Little Store

her millionaire husband,
Colonel Drexel, who is in England.

against

MONDAY, MAY 29, 1911.

FOLEY'S

Smuggled a Horse.
Catalina Chacon was arrested Sat
urday at El Paso for smuggling a
horse across the boundary. His bond
was fixed at $300.

HONEY-T-

if.

t

AR

Know In Every Loaf"

1

GROCERY

Incorporated

1

1903

FOR ALL COUGHS AfID COLDS

tickling in the throat.

the
Grandmother, climbing
stairs,
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee, Wis..
Topographic Map of Zuni'.
Dimly sees them hanging there,
says
Foley's Honey and Tar is still
XT. S.
B.
Surveyors H. . Baldwin, J.
Cobwebbed over and thick with dust;
more than the best He writes us,
TRY IT
Dangerfield and S. B. Penick are in "All those that
Yet as keen as a bayonet thrust
bought It think It s
McKinley county making surveys for the best for coughs and colds they
Comes to her faithful breast again
of
Zuni
a
the
topographic map
All of the sharp and sudden pain
ever had and I think It is still more
Known to her heart in that other May
than the best. Our babv had a bad
J
When the message came one day,
cold and it cured him in ene day.
Bitten by Rattlesnake.
Please accept thanks." Sold by all
Telling the wounded and the slain.
Loma Netherton, aged five years,
druggists.
a
was twice bitten in her left leg by
Ever one picture lives for her
while she was at the Prout while she was at Wolfe Hall
Flags end troops and a martial stir; rattlesnake
Simpson ranch, fifteen miles south of and who on that account was refused
Yonder a boy with laughing eye,
She will reArtesia, Eddy county.
Turning again to wave good-bye- .
her diploma. Prout, who is the son
cover.
No.
40.
burned!
lids
had
tearless
how
Fe.
her
Santa
Oh,
Telephone
Southern Corner Plaza,
of a prominent mining engineer, has
had
how
heart
her. throbbing
Oh,
failed to provide for his bride since
Injured Baling Hay.
yearned!
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
date of marriage, April 22, 1908.
WE GIVE REGISTER
the
had
his
Jesus
Barela
hands
caught
Oh, her pride in him as he went.
in the hopper of an alfalfa baler on
Marching away with his regiment
Death of Mrs. Severo Martinez.
One of the many who never returned! his ranch northwest of Las Cruces.
At Folsom, Union county, last week",
Playing the Charity Racket.
Under the distant Southern skies
Investigation has disclosed that quibel de Martinez, wife of Severo
Faded the light from those laughing
400 families in Chicago who have been Martinez.
Funeral services were held
eyes.
receiving systematic charity assist at the Church of San Jose at Folsom
Borne from the battlefield at night.
ance from the county are
and interment in the adjoining cem
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Vainly he fought the final fight
The leak cost Cook county between etery on last Friday .
denied.
Foe
not
is
that
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES Facing the
each year.
Just as the morning broke he died. ?25,0U0 and ?35,000
Fire at Roswell.
,
Long was the waiting trench they
Labor Wins Another Victory.
The residence of May LaCart at
made
A strike among brewery employes Pnswpll wb a hnrnpri tn tho crnnm? A
Where the silent form was laid,
at EVansville, Indiana was averted by dfectlve flue ln th kltchen wag th
With many another there beside.
the Brewersssociat.on granting the cause
The owner had her halr
demand of the workmen for four big
been
have
and
the
0
Antr ina(inH rr Iuta
Many
weary
years, Dnnnnnavo nf twin
PHONE 191 BLACK
The loss is
extinguish the flames.
Heavy with heartache, dimmed by schooners formerly allowed.
$3,100 and the insurance $1,300.
tears.
Over the trench, unmarked, unknown,
Temperance Advocate Fataly Beaten.
Foley Kidney Pills are a true mediLong have the waving grasses grown.
Rev. Dr. E. E. Fairchild, pastor of
cine. They are healing,
Mingled the dust of friend and foe;
St. Paul's M. E. church at Helena,
antiseptic and tonic. They act
the tides of the human flow; Montana, an enthusiastic temperance
When the dry spell comes Heedless
For sale by all druggists.
But at the top of the attic stair
advocate, was lured from his home by quickly.
this summer you will need Grandmother fondles her treasure thugs under the pretense that he was
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
wanted to perform a marriage cerea gasoline engine to run And there,
Connections
so
was
made with Automobile
life
that
his
lives again in the long ago.
and
beaten
mony
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
is despaired of.
your pump and save your
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roscrops. When these en
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at RosHeat Causes Suicide.
AROUND THE STATE
Four persons killed themselves at well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
to
connected
can
be
not
are
pumping they
gines
The
Chicago on Saturday night on account Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
cheaper
of the heat. During the night, ambu fare between Santa F and Torrance
any other machine and will run
Death of Mrs. Martinez.
lances answered fifty calls for heat is $5.80 and between Torrance
and
by hand power.
running
Mrs. Jose Antonio Martinez died at prostration. Five of the heat victims Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoYou can have complete information and price Springer after a lingering illness.
died while the number of deaths caus- mobile by wire. J. W. S'ockard.
ed by the heat indiretcly is declared
work
on an outfit suitable for your
by applying
Dislocated Her Hip.
by physicians to be appalling.
$100 Reward $100.
Mrs. M. E. Derbyshire at Silver City
to the agent.
of this paper will be
readers
The
dislocated her hip in a fall caused by
Big Artesian Well.
to learn that there is at least
pleased
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
on
a nail.
A: well 1,200 feet deep and flowing
her dress catching
one dreaded disease that
science
2,000 gallons per minute, was brought
been able to cure in all its
6619
Black
Phone
Santa Fe, N. M.
in east of Artesia.
It is the furthest has
City Marshall Dies.
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
City Marshall Roy Woofter died at east of any well in that section and Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
Roswell of the wound inflicted by the flow is sufficient 10 irrigate half Catarrh
being a constitutional disease,
a section of alfalfa.
Jim Lynch, a bootlegger.
requires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
Stole Horse and Wagon.
v....
Sanitarium
acting directly upon the blood and
Frank' Mitchell was arrested at La ly,
Th Sisters' Sanitarium at Carl3bad
mucous
surfaces of the system, thereo
has been reopened. Four Sisters from Cueva, Mora county, by Sheriff Secun-dinby destroying the foundation of the
Romoro
for
a
wagon
will
Illinois
stealing
take charge.
and giving
the patient
and a team of horses from his employ- disease,
constituthe
by
up
building
strength
er at Las Vegas. He had swapped tion and
Shipping Goats.
assisting nature in doing
Samuel Todd this week shipped 2j0 the wagon and one of the horses for its work.
The proprietors have so
goats from Hillsboro, Sierra county, a light buggy and another horse.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
much faith in its curative powers
to Virginia.
Last week he shipped
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
All kinds of flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk and package 350 wethers to Shelbino, Missouri.
4LFALFA SEED.
Death of Mrs. Lucero.
far any case that it falls to cure.
Mrs. Candelario Lucero, wife of
Send for list of testimonials. Address
at
Fe
Nicolas
the
terri
in
a
house
Burned
Santa
Lucero,
guard
The only exclusive grain
by Acid.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
at
died
the
penitentiary,
L. B. Presler at the Ozark smelter, torial
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
near Magdalena, Socorro county, had family residence at Atrisco, Bernalillo
Take Hall's Family Pills for
his face and hands badly burned by county. Besiues her husband, a son,
San
who
in
is
business
at
Rafael,
Phone Black acid.
Phone Black
Valancia county, survives her.
45
Tore Down Saloon Porch.
W. H. KERR
Cupid Was Routed.
A horse tied to a post of the large
Nine divorces and only four mar
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
porch of the St. Elmo saloon at Magdalena, Socorro county, pulled down riage licenses were granted at the Phone us, we will be glad to call for.
courthouse a" Denver on Saturday your laundry on Mondays and Tuesthe entire porch.
Most of the divorces were caused by days and deliver on Thursdays and
use of intoxicants by. one party or Fridays.
Never Was Late.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Lewis Ely, who graduated from the other to the divorce. Among the
of more than usual interest are mended and buttons sewed en
high school at Franklin, Pa., last week,
was not absent or late once in school was that of Mrs. Grace Prout, who your shirts without extra charge.
was secretly married to Roscoe W. PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
in thirteen years.
I

1856.

For bronchitis, hoarseness and
Especially
Accidental Shooting.
recommended for children and
Francisco Segura accidentally shot delicate
persons. No opiates. A
' himself at Vaughn, Guadalupe
county,
not a narcotic. The
medicine,
while cleaning a revolver, the bullet
Bee Hive on the carton is the
passing through his left hand and mark of the
genuine. Refuse
attic
substitutes.

DENVER BREAD

"The Best

Established

C

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

well-to-d-

Boy's Blouses
are better tlouses than
home sewing can produce-are
made by expert workers under ideal
factory conditions -- are
COITect as tO Style and

Agents for Warner's Corsets, Prices $1.00 to $5.00.
We carry all the newest
8tJles- -

Something new in BoyBlouses and Shirts from

.

fit-and-

500

guaranteed.

-are

-

.

GuJSeed to wear.

j

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

Groceries and Delicatessen

J

it

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

'

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Eugenio Romero

Lumber

coal yard

&

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

THOMAS

R

Smallpox in Thirteen Schools.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 0AYS.
The Denver Times says that the
past few months smallpox was report PAZOcaseOINTMENT is guaranteed to cure
ot Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Pro
ed in thirteen of Denver's
public any
trudlng Piles in 6 to H days or money reschools.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

DELGADO, Mgr.

funded,

Physician Fined.
Dr. iRichard J. Brown of Denver,
was found guilty of malpractice in
treating S. A. Combs for hernia and
was ordered to pay $4,000 to Combs.

Homesteader's House Destroyed.
The residence of Joseph Alley at
San Jon, Quay county, was destroyed
by fire last week.
Only a trunk full
of clothes were saved.

RIDE IN THE MOON

w

:

f

-

i'

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair andcare for all makes
GASOLINE. .AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

oal

delphia to

bring

suit

Phone

TA..v5?rS?.
Telephone

AAA

Telephone 85
r

.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

Salle Restaurant

La

C

A

lPfoved

Modern Residences for Rent.

CHAS. OANN, Prop.

Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews
Regular Meals 25 Cents

I

and unimproved City Properly, Orchards
andRancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

Store.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

BY

high-clas-

Julius Muralter

MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
Phone Red No. 23

Phone Red No.

23

LIVERY STABLE

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Bossies, Sanies, Saddle Messes.

Thone

IN THE CITY RECEIVING

TEEM DIRECT

9

L'luti

ISsd

AxrCnf

CHAS. CL0S50N

Avenuea

OF

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213
J1

FROM MANUFACTURER
4

a

Steam Coal:

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

i

-

213

4k

Lump

CERRILLOS

85

lUll JAIXp

for divorce

HOUSE

YANKEE'

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

'

INNOVATION SWEETS,
JOHNSTON CANDIES,
EXTRAORDINARY CHOCOLATES,
TRIADS, SWISS STYLE MILK CHOCOLATES ASSORTED,

THE ONLY

RATON

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

FAR

EACH WEEK WE RECEIVE A FRESH ASSORTMENT

Zook's Pharmacy

Wood

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

Phone 14

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Short Qrder at all Hours
THE WEEK $6.00
Girl Killed by Fall.
Pearl Spriggs, aged five years, fell Preach Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey 60c. who does
from a farm wagon near Montoya,
your Cleaning and Pressing,
Quay county, and broke her neck,
and those who are best satisfied with
death ensuing instantly.
their orders in that line will surely
refer you .to us. We have built up a
Cattle Shipments.
s
work
of cattle were
reputation for doing
Nearly 5,000 head
'
shipped out of Socorro county the
in a short time and at a very moderate
past two weeks and 3,000 more will
charge. We are pleased to receive
be shipped during the next two weeks,
For Best Laundry Work family trade, and assure you beforehand of complete satisfaction.
Joy Rider Killed.
Robert W. Bean was killed
and Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
101 Washington Ave!
three others seriously if not fatally Returns
Thursday and Friday.
injured at Denver while speeding in
an automobile.
AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
Mrs. Drexel to Sue for Divorce.
Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel is at Phila-

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone 14.

Ask Yourselves

Imperial Laundry

v

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

60e.

BOARD

k

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DO NT
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

LEO HERSCH

45

Phone No. 36 1

'

than

it

-

P. O. Box 219

,4
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TOD'YS

DONT WAIT.

HACK LINE

Take Advantage of a Santa Fe
zen' Experience Before it's

Prom

Too Late.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.

When the back begins to ache,
Don't wait until backache becomes
chronic;
Till serious kidney troubles

arrlral ot
at

Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack

Citi-

arrive

Till urinary troubles destroy night's
rest.
any other
Profit by a Santa Fe citizen's exand good perience.
team.
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa Fe,
"Mila-sAeaato aJB
N. M.. says: "I know that Doan's
Kidney Pills live up to the claims
made for them. If I were not confident
Xrlp
of this fact, I could never have been
Induced to give this remedy my endorsement There was a dull ache In
We Have Built Up
the small of my back that bothered
me and at times I was obliged to lay
off from work for two or three days,
enqoan's Kidney Pills brought me
tire relief, and the few slight attacks
of backache I have had since then
have quickly yielded to this remedy."
Mr. Romero gave the above testi
monial In January, 1907, ana wnen
Interviewed on June 26, 1909, he said:
"I can speak as highly ot Doan's Kidney Pills as when I publicly endorsed
them two and a halt years ago. This
remedy always gives benefit when I

Smy
FARE

$5.00

use

it"

For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
the
take no other.
n

WE HANDLE LUMBER
1n large quantities and have

modern facility for furnishing
very best rrmgh or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We are thai
Lo, the Poor Artist.
enabled to make the very best prices
It costs the artists of Paris ff,500.
for Lumber of such high grade. 000 a year in raw material alone to
V.Te will be pleased to figure on your paint the 160,000 pictures which is the
annual output, the average cost for
contracts.
raw material for each picture being
a little more than $40.

Charles W. Dudrow

PIANOS

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
.
Learnard-LindemanCo.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
term will prove te prospective piano
.
buyers that the firm of Learnard-LlnMilton and the World Famous Cecilian deman Co. will meet every customer
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat
This firm has purchased over six1 isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
n

Jesse-Frenc-

I

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

::

CO.
:: Established

N

Albuquerque,

N.

M.

1900

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

Mexico.
University of New
N. M.
Albuquerque,

:

Summer School, 191 1.

11

A

Drop of Blood

--

--til

;

Kit

I

Ben-at- e

blood-make-

1

flesh-build- er

r,

MINES AND MINING
sm.-lte-

two-third-

Phy-- .

al History, English Literature,

sics, Chemistry,
Zoology, Classics,
Modern Languages.
Special Courses for High School In-

ore-sho-

a

miS

.'V

Six Weeks, June 5th to July 14th.
GenerPrincipal subjects offered:

"

Chairman, there was a spirited cam- quote his remarks to this House In
paign carried on, both tor and against full. '
the ratification of the said constituNow, Mr. Chairman, I want to say
tion of New Mexico. Some few Demo- right here that Senator Bailey is one
Or a little water from the human system when
crats and Republicans, Mr. Chairman, of the fairest, ablest and most brilliant
thoroughly tested by Ihe chief chcrr.bt ot Dr.
STAIEHOOD were against the ratification of the statesman, that represents your party Pierce'sof invalids' Hotel,
Buffalo, N. Y., te:!? the
impoverished blood nerve;"; cx.inusrion
story
constitution, but the greater majority in the senate of tha United States. Mr.
or some ki.inty trou! 'e. tuch c:.An.ina:iL;rs aof both the old parties, the RepubliBailey was followed
by the Hon.
madc without czt c." is o;:y
of the
can
the
and
Democratic
work of the t 1. of p! yvcic-.- s cr.'J sur.'joc', ut.dcr
party
Cabot
of
party Henry
Massachusetts,
Lodge
He Reviews in Detail History
were for the constitution and rode to- and by several other senators, all of
the direction f Dr. It. V. I'icr.3
v''u the best r.TT.r k
MH M
medical advics possible without cost to those
of the Latest Movement gether, spoke on the same platform whom spoke in favor of the resolution,
wish
who
to
and
full
write
a
of
make
statement
and worked together, for the adoption but the senator from Oklahoma, Sir.
to Date
symptoms. An imitation of natures method of
of the said constitution of New Mex- Owen, again objected, and, as it is
restoring waste of tissue and impoverishment of
ico end all questions ertainlng to it, needless for me to say, started a filthe blood and nervous force is used wheo you
New
take an alterative and glycerio extract of roots,
were threshed over in public meet- ibuster against the approval of the
LONG PATRIOTIC STRUGGLE
without the use of alcohol, such as
ings, by both parties, and on the 21st Mexico constitution, unless the terriday of January, 1911, Mr. Chairman, tory of Arizona was admitted Jointly
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
election was held in the Terri- with New Mexico, regardless of the
t Would Be Grave Injustice to an
tory of New Mexico, for the purpose fact that the constitution of that proWhich makes the stomach strong, promotes the flow of digestive Juices,
Deny Admission at
of acepting or rejecting the constitu- posed state had not reached the
the lost appetite, makes assimilation perfect, invigorates the liver end
terms
of
the
the
under
enabling
New
tion
of
as
Time.
framed
This
Mexico,
by the
purifies and enriches the blood. It is the great
not
a
was
ot
matter
as
fact
act
and
constitutional convention at Santa Fe
and restorative nerve tonic. It makes men strong in body, active in mind
fiom October 3d to November 21st, properly before that body, but regardand cool in judgment. Get what you ask for !
Washington, May 29 The original
of that fact, Mr. Chairman, the
less
1910, and after the result of the said
bid of J. E. and A. L. Pennock of
in
the
failed
of passage
election was announced,
it was resolution
Philadelphia, which secured the con- - found that there were about 31,742 61st congress; and so it is now up be
tract for the Roswell postofflce and votes cast for the constitution and fore you gentlemen In this special sescourthouse was $112,400, but was about 13,399 against, leaving a ma sion ot congress, called by the presi
ct the United States on the 4th
changed to $114,000 for the following jority of about 18,342 for the consti- dent
day of April, 1911, and upon the mat
reasons: The sum of $2,000 was de- tution.
Now, Mr. Chairman, after ters to be acted upon in this special
ducted for the use of facing brick this vote on the question of
accepting session, as agreed upon in your cauand terra cotta instead of limestone, or rejecting the
constitution, ana cus at the opening of this special ses
$3,766 was added for substituting which said vote resulted in the accep
sion of congress, was, Mr. Chairman,
Ohio maintained third and fourth pofireproof construction on the third tance of the said constitution by the the
Mogollon Bullion is being
question of statehood for New for 2nd ten
Inof May on sitions in value of their output.
floor
construction, and people ot New Mexico with a hand- Mexico
day
period
and Arizona. On April 4th,
the some
Last week's diana held fifth place in 1908 but
$834 was added for fireproofing
under the terms of the 1911, the chairman of your committee the Deadwood mines.
majority,
and stairways.
of con- dropped to sixth in 1909. California
ceilings, partitions
Enabling Act, certified copies of the on territories, Mr. Flood of Virginia, tonnage was 2C0, with 20 sacks ;
Mine work is beta-- pusn- - which in 19(S held sixth place, dropThe contract provides for the com- said constitution, with a statement of Intrnfliinori
n tnint roKnlntinn in this centrates.
ped to eighth place in 1909, and Maspletion of the building by August 1, the votes cast thereon, were brought h
tn
nmv th
nfid on the 1st and 2nd levels; stopin
....
.nnctitnHm,
v
level as eoon sachusetts, which was eighth in 1908,
1912.
to Washington, copies of same being New Mexico and Arizona, which is will be started on the-3A
went to seventh in 1909.
be lowered.
Illinois adCurry There Alone.
duly given to the President of the known as House Joint Resolution No. as the water can
duplex Rand air compressor is vanced from seventh place in 1908 to
George urry is the only New Mex United States and to Congress, for 14. which is exactly the same as my
Wisconsin and Missican left in Washington of all the their approval or disapproval, as per joint resolution No. 295 of the third being installed in the engiue room fifth in 1909.
delegation here during the hearings section four ot the Enabling Act, session of the 61st congress, with the and will be connected by belt to the ouri maintained their relative posiThi3 will tions.
on which I attach hereto, with request exception, that it called for the ap- - De La Verne oil engine.
before the territories committee
New England Leads In Granite.
the statehood question. Judge Fall that it be made a part of these re- proval of the Arizona constitution J reduce the power cost for mining
s
is visiting relatives in Kentucky. marks:
The New England States continue
jointly with that of New Mexico, and about
compared with the
with the exception of that, it is tha gasoline plant formerly used. On the tt
John Y. Hewitt, of White Oaks, has
produce more granite than any
Now Air. Chairman, copies of 'he
company mines other area of equal size in the country
gone to Boston, while A. A. Jones, of certified constitution reached here on same as mine without the cross of a Ernestine Mining
"T" nor the dot of an "I", and it was ore milled during the week amounted although as individual states WisconLas Vegas, and William R. McGill, of the 9th
day of February, 191 1, and the evident to my
t
mind, Mr. Chairman, to 829 tons producing 65 sacks of
sin and California are heavy proLaLande, have returned home. J. D. same was recommended for
approval
it was the intent of the majority centrates.
The second clean up of ducers.
Hand is in Philadelphia on business, by the
Acording to figures compiled
of the Interior and of this house to
Secretary
pas3 the said joint precipitates for May is being smelted by Ernest K. Burchard, of the United
and R. H. Hanna left after delaying
of the resolution No.
by the Attorney General
li without any changes as this goes to press. The rich
several days behind the others on the United Spates and on the 24th
States Geological Survey, New Engday of whatsoever being made. But, Mr.
discovered in the main tunnel land produced
matter of the reappointment of Judge
granite in 1909 to the
the constitution of Chairman, at the first or second meet- west
1911,
February,
continues in both width and value of $9,674,715, as compared with
McFie.
New Mexico was approved
by the ing of your committee on territories, value.
On the Socorro mines twelve
McGill Has Distinction.
for the whole United
President of the United States, in a there
four gentlemen
from bars of gold and silver bullion were $19,581,597
Of all the states Vermont
States.
Judge Wm. R. McGill of La Iande, message to Congress by him, a copy the appearedof New Mexico,
said
who
territory
secured from operations for first half led in 1909, with-was the man who put Senator Bailey of which I attach hereto
production of $2,- and request that they desired to have the consti- - of
During the same period ap SI 1,744 : Massachusetts was Becond
in the upper house of Congress some
May.
14 years ago.
On that occasion, Mcproximately 2,500 tons of ore were with $2,164,619; and Maine was third
Gill having been told that the contest
crushed, with a concentrated product with $1,939,524.
of 2
tons. Total recovery of values
was a close one, stumped his county
The following table shows the ten
continues at better than 93 per cent.
as a Bailey delegate, and won out.
leading states in value of granite pro
Mines
On
Gold
Dust
the
company
The other delegates divided evenly,
duction in 1909:
crosscut tunnel will be started further
and McGill cast the deciding vote in
Vermont
.$2,811,714
down the mountain side, designed to
favor of Bailey for the latter's first
. 2,lt)4.Cl!i
Massachusetts
be800
some
at
vein
feet
the
intersect
term in the Senate.
Two years later
Maine
. 1,939,54
low
its
apex.
McGill moved to New Mexico, where
Wisconsin
. 1.442,05
Because of
he has since resided.
Sierra County The Statehood mill California
. 1,310,520
this personal friendship and returning
near Hillsboro has resumed opera- New
. 1,213.4(11
Hampshire
Jefferson Hirsch has installed Rhode Island
tions.
past favors, Bailey, it is said, promis.
933,053
a whim on the Sunset. There is a
ed McGill just before he left WashingMaryland
.' 771.241
ton that he would not oniy vote the
good showing of gold, silver and cop- Xorth Carolina
713.S76
.
house resolution for the admission of
Work is to be re
per on the claim.
Lime Stone.
sumed on the Ready Pay. The Larson
the two territories, but would actively
The statistics of the production of
shaft is to be enlarged and will be stone in the United States
support it.
in 1909.
sunk from a depth of 120 to 500 feet
Postal Appointments.
compiled by Ernest F. Burchard, of
to
The Hiltscher Brothers expect
Win. C. Hudson has been appointed
the United States Geological Survey,
have their pulverizer plant ready this show an increase in the
postmaster at Tracy, Curry county,
value of the
.
I
N. M.
week. It will treat 80 tons every ten
output of limestone of $4,388,399, over
hours. A new gallows frame is being the
Fourth class postmasters were comfigures for 1908, the production
missioned this week as follows: Henerected on the U. S. Treasury at Chlo- for 1909
In adbeing $32,070,401.
ride.
ry H. Paugh, San Simon, Ariz.; Wm.
dition a large quantity of stone was
L. Taylor, Hayden,
N. M.; Earl T.
Owing to the
burned into lime in 1909, valued at
Lordsburg
C.
Wiley, Hayden, N. M.; Andrew
of the Superior, only twenty cars of $13,805,405.
Foster, Bransford, Texas; Nora Piatt,
ore were shipped from Lordsburg,
The principal states that produced
Browndel, Texas; J. Leonard Oliver,
Grant county, last week. A fine body limestone In 1909 were Pennsylvania.
B.
Wm.
Charleston, Texas;
McCrary,
ot ore has been struck in the Beck $3,073,825; Illinois, $4,234,927;
Ohio.
Cushing, Texas; Wm. E. Tower,
mine.
$1,020,040; Indiana, $3,749,239;
New
Texas; Mary L. McConnel,
Jicarilla William A. Franklin is at York, $2,622,353; Missouri, $2,llliSl;
L.
Texas;
Hill,
Jourdanton,
Jasper
Jicarilla, Lincoln county, to do work Wisconsin, $1,047,044. No other s'.Mtes
Truitt, Texas.
tor the Revenue Mining company and irouuced limestone to the value of
Revuelto, N. M., on the Rock Island,
for the Wisconsin Mining and Smelt- $1,00,jOO
between Tucumcari and the Texas
M. Ayer is inspecting
ing company.
Tennessee's Coke Industry.
state line, will be supplied with a
the placer work with a view ot leasCoal is mined in seventeen counties
railroad mail service, effective May
ing the American Placer company ma- in Tennessee and coke in eight of
25.
The Littell Mining them. Nearly all the Tennessee coals
chine, and drill.
Statehood
of
Speech
Delegate
company is saving 90 per cent of the possess coking qualities, according to
Andrews.
ore values.
E. W. Parker,' the coal statistician of
Washington, D. C, May 26. Here
Stone Production Breaks Record.
the United States Geological Survc
follows the text of the Statehood adStone was the seventh mineral pro- In his report on coke for 1910 Mr.
dress made in the house by Delegate
duct in importance in 1909, the value Parker states that the production of
W. H. Andrews on Tuesday of last
oJ the output
being $71,345,199, ac- coke in Tennessee for the year was
.
week:
to an advance chapter of 322,736 short tons, valued at $959,10 1
cording
Mr. Speaker:
that it be made part of these remarks. tution of New Mexico made more easi- "Mineral Resources ot the United as against 261,808 tons valued at
On June 20, 1910, there was passed
On February 17, 1911, Mr. Chair- ly of amendment and after several States," by Ernest E. Burchard, of
$667,723, in 1909, an increase of 2)
by the Congress of the United States man, the House Committee on Terrihearings extending over several weeks the United States Geological Survey. ler cent in quantity and 43 per cent
the "Enabling Act," which was an tories of the 01 st Congress began these gentlemen, Mr. Chairman, have
This was an increase of $5,632,700
Act to enable the people of New Mex- hearings on the proposed constitution succeeded in making the majority side over the value for 1908, which was in value. The following table shows
the growth of the coke industry in
ico and Arizona to form a constitution of the State of New Mexico, of which of your honorable committee on terribecause this year was Tennessee:
to be
and state government and be admit- several were held and opportunity tories, believe that their views were in one ofexpected
general depression; but it is 1SS0
$ 316.607
ted into the Union on an equal foot- was given to people both for and accordance with those of the people
that the value for 1909
noteworthy
684,116
ing with the original states, the pro- against the constitution to be heard, of New Mexico irrespective of party was greater than that for 1907, a 190
1900
1,269.555
visions being, that the Governor of and on the 28th day of February, and Mr. Chairman, Judging from let
r
a
in
was
which
general
V.m
1.350,856
said territory shall, within thirty days 1911, the resolution to approve the ters, telegrams and from the public year
The '907...
in mineral
1,592.225
after the approval of the Enabling constitution of New Mexico was re- press of the territory of New Mexico, .value of the stone production.
output for 1907 was 1908
.... 561,789
Act, by proclamation, in which the ported to the House, by the Commit- I am constrained to believe that those
$71,105,805.
1S9
667,723
aforesaid apportionment of delegates tee on Territories, favorably
each gentlemen represent no one but
In 1900 the value of stone of differ- 1910
959,104
to the convention shall be fully speci- member of that committee approving themselves, as the greater majority of
ent kinds produced in the United
Sandstone.
New
of
of
the
the
fied and announced, order an elecMon said
people
territory
The
constitution.
minority
States was on.y $30,970,777; in 1909
The value of the
of the delegates aforesaid, on a day members of that committee, number- Mexico, irrespective of party are
production of
was nearly double that figure. The sandstone increased from
it
made
$7,594,091
amendments
any
him
in said proclama- ed six and the ranking Democratic against
being
designated by
in
stone
of
produced
in 1908 to $8,010,454 in 1909, according
general classes
tion, not earlier than sixty nor later member, Mr. Chairman,
was your to the constitution and in closing, Mr. 19(19 are shown
in the following to figures
compiled by Ernest F. Bur
than ninety days after the approval Mr. Lloyd, who is the chairman of Chairman, I want to say that I believe
table:
of
that
this
Mexico
New
chard, of the United States Geological
constitution
of this Act. The election of delegates the Democratic
comCongressional
$19,581,597
The three greatest producSurvey.
to this said constitutional convention mittee ot the United States, and I will rank with any of the constitu- Granite
5,133,842 ing states were
Trap rock
Ohio, $1,639,006;
for the Territory of New Mexico was might add, Mr. Chairman, one of the tions of the great states of this union Sandstone
6,564,052 Pennsylvania. $1,637,794;
and New
held on the 6th day of September, ablest members on the opposition and it has so been pronounced by Bluestone
1,446,402
able lawyers, both on this floor
No other state proYork, $1,430,830.
1910,' and the constitutional conven- side of this chamber, and I might fur- very
Marble.
6,548,905 duced sandstone to the value ot
half
tion was held in the capito) building ther add, one of the fairest. As I and elsewhere and I want to say Mr. Limestone
32,070,401 a million dollars.
that this constitution is
In 1909 both Ohio
at Santa Ee, New Mexico, on the 3rd stated above, this constitution was re- Chairman,
The ten states leading in the value and
more
of amendment as it
Pennsylvania increased their outday of October, 1910, and adjourned ported favorably to the House and I stands easily
now, than thai of any state in of stone products in 1908 rnd 1909 put over mat of 1908. but New York s
on the 21st day of November, 1910. don't think that it was five minutes
follows:
this union, with the exception of two were as
showed a decrease.
Now, Mr. Chairman, this constitutionuntil the same was passed on the or three, and now gentlemen, as this Pennsylvania
... ... .$8,125,723 production
al convention consisted of seventy-on- e floor of the House unanimously, both constitution
was passed by a majority Vermont
6,324,360
Lawyers Sent to Jail.
and twenty-nin- e
Republicans
the majority and minority forces of of over 18,000, I sincerely trust that New York
..
5,660,598
Democrats.
About five of the Demo- the House at that time, being for .
this joint resolution which has been Ohio....
.... 5,659,052 Attorneys Foster Cline and John
cratic members of this said constitu- The resolution calling for the apto you by the majority of Indiana.... ,
3,753,358 East were committed to jail at
tional convention were sent to the proval of the New Mexico constitu- presented
.... 3,539,794
your committee on territories will be Massachusetts
for contempt of
Colorado,
said convent.on by Republican coun- tion after being passed by the House, voted
down and the minority views California
.. .... 3,444,900 court pending the payment of a fine of
ties,, that is to say, the Republicans then went to the Senate on the 28th. prevail. Gentlemen, I thank you.
Wisconsin..
2,694,308 $500 each for being
for
placed them there, by placing their Chairman of the Senate Committee on
Missouri...
... 2,295,763 the failure to appear responsible
in court of 19
names on tickets and elected them Territories, who is not here this sesFrom 52 to 68 That was the range
It is interesting to note that several year old Albert Potralski, the son of'
along with the Republicans.; v Out of sion of Congress (Mr. Beveridge of in temperature yesterday and the max- op the states changed
,a.
places during a wealthy cattleman.
the: one hundred members ot. the Indiana) refused absolutely to report imum temperature on Saturday was the
In 1908 Vermont held first
year.
constitutional convention, Mr. Chair- the resolution to the Senate and-ohumidalso 6S. The average relative
if you want anything on earth try
place but in 1909 she changed places
were Republicans the last night of the 61st Congress, ity for the day was 41
man, seventy-on- e
per cent and with Pennsylvania. New York and a New Mexican Want AS.
twenty-ninwere
and
Democrats, as March 3d, 1911, he was prevailed upon the highest velocity of the wind yesterstated above, and after the constitu- by several Senators to report it and day was 38 miles and it blew from tha
tion of New Mexico was completed, he finally consented and Mr. Dilling southeast at 4 : 30 p. m. Yesterday was
the same was signed by all the
ham, the ranking Republican memoer a partly cloudy day with frequent
members
and by twenty-thre- e of that committee, reported it to the showers, and thunder during the day.
Democrats, six refusing to sign. Senate and the same was immediately A very brisk hail storm occurred from
Now- - Mr. Chairman, as stated above,
4 to 4:18 p. m., beginning with small
objected to by the Senator from
(Old Sparks Ranch)
this constitutional convention adMr. Owen. The resolution then stones and Increasing in size. Some
journed, on the 21st day of November, went to the calendar and at a later of them were naif an inch in diameter.
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
1910, and under the terms of the En- hour, Mr. Chairman, the Senator from As a result some frnit was knocked
trees
are
were
the
there
from
as
but
most
to
trees
Act,
abling
be sixty Texas, Mr. Bailey, one of your a'Jiest
Best of Beds
Best of Food
days lapse of time from the time of and most honored members in the overloaded with fruit it will prove
Cold
Pure
Water
Spring
adjournment until the Constitution upper House of Congress, called the beneficial. Brisk to high southwest
No Invalids
$15 a Week
could be voted upon for ratification or resolution up
winds prevailed throughout the day
again and made en able
rejection by the duly qualified elec- patriotic speech in favor of the ap- and continued into the night.
: Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ohost, Willow and Bear Creeks
tors ot the Territory of New Mexico,
If you want anytning em tnita try
proval of the constitution By the Senand --luring this lapse of time Mr. ate 'and Mr. Chairman,
Write Pecos '
I herewlta a Now rfexican Want kA.
.
Telepspli Gtorleta
con-tha-
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The Square Music Dealers
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shut-aow-

structors.
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
FEE FOR THE COURSE:
Five
of Laboratory
Dollars.
(Exclusive
Fees.)
Circular of Information on applica- tion to the Registrar of the

n

;

IRA
Successor to B. P. Williams

LIV IKY

1

have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
I

LIVERY where we will be ready
to furnish you with any kind of a
CLASS

record-breake-

at all times of day or night $

ri; you may want.

I will

endavor to five prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
our patronage.

:

Tat
Phone

310

:

.

san francisco

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Hanked by United States War
as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War

nt

Department.

Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air. work.

Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
,

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
throughly
colleges. - Ten buildings,
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
;
f
fin all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. Q. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLET.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WIIXSON,
'
'Superintendent
.

.
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
mail........
by
year,
Oally, per

Daily,

ix months,

Postofflce.
by mail

J2.50
1.00

Weekly, six months
Weekly, rer year
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
50
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THE CHORUS SWELL,"
The report that Japan and Germany
will welcome the opportunity to enter into a peace pact with the United
States, looking to the arbitratament of
such differences as may arise in the
future between the two nations mentioned, supplies a strong note to the
symphony of universal peace.
The report amounts to a body blow
to that rumor, current a few weeks
ago, to the effect that if the United
States entered into any kind of a
peace agreement with Great - Britain,
Germany would retaliate by forming
a defensive alliance with Japan.
Already there are signs- of ;the
times pointing to the successful conclusion of arbitration treaties between

Sm MEXICAN,

IB
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ROAD TO THE FOOTHILLS.
Convict labor furnished by the state
of Colorado ,g tQ buM m& gummer R
road tQ the f00thlUSi It wiU be a
scenjC) not a commercial road, for the
state of Colorado recognizes that in
jts mountain and forest scenery it has
the greatest asset of all its riches.
Santa Fe, which like Denver, is the
capital, of a great commonwealth, does
not need a road into the foothills. It
lies in the foothills. It even has
road that cost the commonwealth $20,- 000, that goes straight into the very
heart of the Rockies ana opens to me
tourist scenery of superb and un- txnA Viaoii v In
lilt
... o
anu
parnneieu
national park. But
acre
'and
out,
is
observance
broadening
of being
while primarily dedicated to those that road lacks a few miles
to the upper Pecos and its
who fought in the great internecine completed
partial
it is also sacred finest portion has fallen into but
struggle of
the
This is unfortunate,
decay.
of
the
in
who
any
to those
fought
with
learns
Mexican
New
pleasure
latest
to
the
wars from Lexington
d Commis
that Governor Mills,
skirmish in the Philippines.
R. P. Ervien and Territorial
sioner
that
It is a mighty host, indeed,
Englneer chares D Mmer compris.
at one time or another battled for this lng the terrjtorial good roads commis- country or part of it, and the deeds si0Ilj wilI not permit this blot upon
his- New jjexjco to continue and will not
they inscribed on the tablets of
be oniy make tne roa
would
this
for
so
that
available
are
mighty
tory
an ungrateful people indeed ever to tcurists but will see to it that it is
cease commemorating them. There completed to the Pecos, to the credit
on the part of those an(j profit of tne entire commonwealth,
is a teni-cncwho are thoughtless,' to make Memor- tnu8 giving the people of New Mexico
of.
and
of
direct access to the most beautiful for
pleasure
ial Day a day
in"
sport3, rather than one of solemnity, est and park "the west.
As to the Denver road, the Rocky
of historic memories, but the patriotism of the people is such that soon- Mountain News says:
"Denver is to have a good road to
er or later they will discountenance
of an ob the foothills.
"Roman"
a
holiday
making
servance sacred to the heroic dead.
"Through the efforts of the Rocky
Whenever and wherever the Stars Mountain News and Warden Thomas
there Tynan of the state penitentiary, the
and StriDes float tomorrow,
should be blossoms for the graves of Evergreen road will now be built.
veterans and tender words of loving j "This road, long desired, will be one
appreciation for those still living. of the most beautiful highways in the
Above all, let there be consecration state, and will give great impetus to
and enthusiasm for the flag, the old the proposed foothills park.
"Yesterday morning Warden Tynan
flag, baptized in blood, which led so
informed the News that he was ready
many to victory and to death.
to place convicts at work at once on
Hats off!
the Evergreen road if the commissioncomes
Along the street there
ers of Jefferson county and Denver
A blare of bugles, a ruffle of drums,
business men wanted the road built.
A flash of color beneath the sky:
"The News at once placed the' matoff!
Hats
ter before all interested. The unaniThe flag is passing by!
mous reply was "Tell Warden Tynan
to go ahead. We want that road.' As
Blue and white and crimson it shines a result work on the road will be comOver the thinned and tottering lines. menced by the convicts Monday and
Hats off!
this summer tourists will have an
me colors Deiore us ny;
'opportunity to visit the foothills from
But more than the flag is passing by. Dnvel.( traveling over a good road
-all the way.
Sea fights and land fights, grim and
"Tynan says he will build a model
great,
road. The convict camp now in BoulFought to make and save the state;
der county is to be removed at once.
Weary marches and sinking ships;
This camp numbers forty men.
Cheers of victory on dying lips;
"The building of this road is regarded by all as one of the most importDays of plenty and years of peace; ant steps in the foothills park moveMarch of a strong land's swift in. ment yet made. Denver visitors will
crease ;
now have an opportunity to see the
mountains by way of good roads. Not
Equal justice, right, and law,
Stately honor and reverend awe;
only will visitors here, but Denver people themselves use this road, and the
Sign of a nation, great and strong results to be achieved will, it is be- Toward
her people from foreign . lieved, be such as to materially aid
in the establishment of what will be
wrong;
the greatest park of the kind anyPride and glory and honor, all
where in the world."
Live in the colors to stand or fall.

MEMORIAL DAY.
The day given to the memory of
those who offered their lives for
their country should be the most
solemn holiday of the year and should
be the most generally observed. The
rapidly thinning ranks of the veteransaro the only link that ties the presnt generation to that heroic age, fifty
years ago, when blood end treasure
were poured out to save the Union.
Time has healed the wounds struck
at that time, but time should never
efface the deeds of heroism of both
recorded
North and South that were,
.
In fact Memorial Day, in us
then

'

d
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF SANTA FE.

5anta Fe, New Mexico
GENERAL AGENTS.

The Manhattan Life Insurance Company, New York,
Statement, January 1, 191ft
Assets ,
,
Liabilities

(By Special Leased 'Wire lo Ifew Mexican)
of
New York, May 29. Heaviness
United States Steel which sold down
nearly a point, held the stock market
in check this morning and the tone
became dull and hesitating. Holders
of United States Steel were led to sell
by fears of further unsettlement of
the steel and iron trade and by uncertainty as to" whether more price
reduction would follow today at the
meeting of manufacturers. Trading
also was restricted by the belief that
the supreme court would announce its
Tobacco
decision in the' American
case today and there was also the
usual curtailment of operations pre
Reading sold of!
ceding a holiday.
with United Steel but there was no
sign of weakness elsewhere, prices
holding close t6 Saturday's final fig
ures. Renewal of the upward move
ment in Canadian Pacific was attributed to (he excellent crop prospects
over the border. Bonds were irregu

J. B. read. Cashier,
p. McKANE, Atsttaai

L. A. HUGHES, VfePfofMat,

N. ESPE

COMPANY

E

It is sent to
New Mexico.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in
and growing circulation
a
has
and
large
the
in
Territory,
every postotfice
of the Southwest.
Great Britain and the United States
amonfc the intelligent and progressive people
and France and the United States. STOCK MARKET WAS
SLOW AND IRREGULAR
statesmen of the three
Representative
countries named are strongly in favor of international agreements by
means of which war may be abolished, or at least reduced to a minimum.
'or every individual who lifts his
voice in an effort to prove that war
cannot be made to end, there are two
equally prominent and
individuals to declare just as logically
that the plan of universal peace is

MONDAY. MAY 29, 1911.

S. Al

60th

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW S&EXtCO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

Annual

. .$21,563,460.23

- , J- - $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplusand Undivided Profit -

'

.

21,563,460.2;

Transacts a CMMral hmktae; bootses la aN Its branches.
Leans money aa the most farerable terms on all kinds-- af
personal and collateral aeciirtty. Bays and sells bonds and
stocks la all markets tor its easterners. Buys aad sells domestic and foreign exchange aad makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the crviUxed world on as liberal terms
are given by any money tra awaiting agency public or private.
Interest allowed an time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, oa six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock aad products. ' The bank
executes all orders of its patrons tat the banking line, and aims
to extend to them a liberal treatment in aM respects, as is
consistent with safety aad the principles of sound hanking.
Safety deposit boxes far rent. The patronage at the public is
respectfully solicited.
-

Oats July
Pork July
Lard July
Ribs

July

Sept. 35

35
14.871-2-

8.15;
7.92

;

Sept.

Sept, 8.25.
Sept.

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, May 29. Wool unchanged. Territory and western 1517;
fine mediums 1315; fine 1112.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, 111., May 29. Cattle Re
ceipts 22,000. Marke slow to steady.
Beeves $5.156.40; Texas steers $4.60
.

wholly feasible.
$4.605.40;
5.55; western steers
stockers and feeders $3.905.7a; cows
Perhaps, despite all tne arguments
and heifers $2.405.75; calves $5.25
in favor of arms and strife, the work7.75.
out
for
of
saner
conditions
plans
ing
Hoes
Receipts 11,000. Market
may come by the process of one nasteady, Bulk of sales $66.10; heavy
tion after another adopting the' plan
$5.956.05; packers and butchers $6
which President Taft has advocated.
6.10; lights $66.15.
If half a dozen leading nations were
Sheep
Receipts 25,000. Market
to subscribe to the progressive idea in
weak. Native
$3.504.90; western
dewho.
of
those
the
question,
position
$4.756.85;
yearlings
$3.755.10;
clare peace to be impossible would be
western
lambs, native $4.756.85;
similar to the man who cried to his
$5.757.10.
friend in prison, "But they can't put
Kansas City, May 29. Cattle Re
you in prison-- " and to whom the an
Market steady to 10c
14,000.
ceipts
swer was made, "No, I know they lar.
lower.
Native steers $5.256.15;
' New York, May 29. The market southern steers $4.355.60; southern
can't; but you see I am here."
in
closed irregular.
cows and heifers $34.50; native
Rush to Sell Wheat.
A BOOST FOR OKLAHOMA.
cows and heifers $36; stockers and
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH
Chicago, HI., May 29. There was feeders $4.755.65; bulls $45; calves
- The state of Oklahoma is not to
'
of a rush to sell wheat $4.507.75; western steers $4.75
considerable
Cuisine
and '
Large Samnle
rest quietly in its supposed possession
lower
of
on
account
temperature 5.90; western cows $35.
Boom for ComTable Service
of the iniquitous "grandfather's law." today
and the widespread rain. Foreign
Hoes
Receipts 38,000. Market
mercial Travelers
United States Judge John H.
4.,
conditions were reported Improv slow. Light $5.806.20; mixed $5.8(
has ruled that the "grandfather-er's- " crop
to 88
started at 88
ed.
rough
6.15; heavy $5.606.07
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
amendment fb the state consti- a lossJuly
to 1 ll-- but re $5.605.8O; good to choice heavy $5.80
of
tution is invalid, this decision hav- covered to 89.
Dies $5.606.15: bulk of
(ffi.071-2- :
ing .been announced from Oklahoma
Later, May reached 103 a net gain sales $66.10.
'"
'
last
week.
a
City,
of 3 4 due to expected covering by
Receipts 13,000. Market
Sheep
Oklahoma has received a great deal few shorts. Other options were not 10c lower. Muttons $45; lambs $6
Two Blocks From Depot
124126
of harmful advertisement because of affected and instead continued to de7.25; fed wethers and yearlings $4.2 J
Montezuma Ave.
One Block West of Capitol
steady at a net
its action, last year, in resorting to cline. The close-wa- s
6; fed western ewes $44.50."
8
for July.
wholly spurious logic in depriving Its loss of
TELEPHONE
88 BLACK
Corn dropped on account of general
negro citizens of the right to vote. ,
houses.
opencash
July
by
Yet it is not at all likely that the unloading
HANDSOME ROOMS
and reoff at 53 to 53
to
ed
'
better class of people in the state
and
Both
53
longs
ATTRACTIVE DINING
AMERICAN
the representative people, as distin- acted to
MASONIC.
shorts threw oats overboard on acguished from the representatives
ROOM Good Service.
PLAN
EUROPEAN
Lodse
Montezuma
of the drought.
win not rejoice that a statute of a count of the breaking8
M.
at
A.
&
F.
A.
cents
lower
No.
to
1,
opened
frankly evil purport is not to be per- July
and fell
touched 35
35
to 35
Regular communimitted to statfd.
cation first Monday
to 35
The "grandfather's clause" was, os
Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.
of each month at
Fe, N. M
The close in corn was weak at a net
1 for July.
tensibly, a measure which sought to loss of
Masonic - Hall at
put the ballot upon a plane of Intel
7.30.
Provisions we're easy. First sales
lectual fitness; but in effect it was were a shade to five cents down with
H. H. DORMAN,
plainly a scheme to rob the negro of July 14.90 for pOTk, 8.20 for lard, and
.. ,. Master
.,:......
the ballot.
,t
for ribs.
CHAS. E. LINNETS. Secretary. - p
7.957.97
It does not apply equal tests to
FAVOR PATENT MEDICINES.
whites and blacks. Its intention was
Santa Fe Chapter No.
in line' with the. sharp practice of a
1, R. A. M.
Regular
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
(Continued from Page one.)
low order of politicians and was rec
convocation second
such
as
each month
ognized
by
people
of
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS ' HOTEL.
Monday
in the state chiefly concerned, as well ground that the pure food and drugs
at
Hall
Masonic
at
act was restricted to prevention of
as by those of other states.'
7:30 p. m.
Thirty seven rooms.. newly and neatly
about the ingredients
misstatements
will
decisionCotteral's
well lighted and ventilated,
prove
Judge
JOHN H. WALKER.
to be one of ihe most beneficial words of drugs, and did not include the preH. P.
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.
about the
spoken for Oklahoma since the new vention of misstatements
ARTHUR SBLIGMAN, Secretary.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.
The
medicines.
of
curative properties
state was founded.
RATES $2.50 TO
CHEERFUL DINING
THOS. DORAN
government appealed to the Supreme
Santa Fe Commander
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
Court. It was the first case to come
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
No. 1. K. T. Regular
The United States supreme court to the court under the drug section of
Mon
fourtn
conclave
a
again made history today. It declared the act.
day in each month at
the Tobacco Trust in restraint of trade
In the arguments before the SuMasonic Hall at 7:36
and thereby set a
prece preme court the government admitted
p. m.
dent. It also declared that patent that the construction it put upon the
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
medicines, even though they do not act would probably break up the patent
effect the cures that their labels prom medicine business. On behalf of Dr. W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecord'er.
ise, are not violators of the Pure Food Johnson It was contended that if the
Santa Fe Lodge , et
Act. The railroads, too, came in for
view prevailed that
Perfection No. 1, 14th
a chastening, for the court upholds government's
uvvvwv
a
cnur (
&
pnysician wouiu
degree. Ancient and Acthe constitutionality of the law that every
inal if he prescribed for a patient in
cepted Scottish Rite of
restricts the numbers of hours. that another state
Furnished rooms in connection.. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lifhts
and made any suggest
Free Masonry meets on
employes may be worked. Evidently ion as to the efficiency
of his pre- the third Monday of each month
common
another great day for the
222 Sao Francisco Street
G. LITE HERRERA, Prop.
::
::
scription. It was stated also that the at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
THE BAND CONCERTS.
geezer and the progressives.
Hats off!
the
trust
United
the
in
States,
of
Plara.
biggest
side
Masonic Hall, south
For many years, one of the features
Along the street there comes
trust dominated by the
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor
The Congressional Record Issues medical
A blare of bugles, a ruffle of drums; in Santa Fe has been the Sunday band
be
would
regular physicians,
dially invited to attend.
concert in the Plaza. The capital has for Monday and Tuesday of last week
And loyal hearts are beating high:
conS. SPITZ, 33
usual interest to delighted if the patent medicine
the only National Guard band in the were of mere-thaHats off!
r
cerns were put out of business by
Venerable Master.
Territory. Those enlisted receive no New Mexico for those two issues lire this case.
The flag is passing by! '
V
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Totepbome4 JSaad
The territory has furnished filled with speeches on statehood, on
pay.
.... Secretary.
$2,000 worth of instruments besides the recall and other topics of more or
THE GUN TOTER.
HO. FOR THE FOURTH OF JULY.
Colorado now has the law that the the uniforms which in other towns are less interest to the Southwest and
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more
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than
by
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paid
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register and
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where
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ling every man owning a fire weapon
part
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month.
Visiting
their subscriptions.
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The New
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era are invited and
4 and the Alllanza at once set to
Mexican believe,
that municipalities adequate, the band must give up tories.
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welcome.
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SANIA FE BOTTLING WtttKS
would be authorized and justified in playing in the Plaza on Sundays and
work to name the 37 persons who will
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attend
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later
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J. D. SENA,
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seem to be able to cope with it. Yet
the proposed public school house at manufacturing interests ere six times
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it must be. controlled.
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Turquoise, Laveliers,
Amethysts,

Opals,

"exquisite designs

HE Waltham is America
pioneer watch. Here and'1'
aBroad it is recognized as
the highest type of
We are headquarters for the

I

gold and silver

time-piec- e.

'

"

filigree

"Ifs

I

at the Palace.
Fred Simpson, an Insurance adjust-- '
er, traveling out of Denver, is at the

hotel.
Vernon J. Rose, of Kansas City, is
here on busines with County School
Superintendent J. V. Conway.
Mrs. W. G. Tight has returned from
Albuquerque and is a guest of Mrs.
G. W. Prichard on Lincoln avenue.
P. A. Sullivan, the famous embalmer
and president of an undertaking supply company, is at the Palace hotel.
He now lives in St. Louis.
O. C. Watson, the well known insur
ance man of Pueblo, and formerly of

this city, was herevyesterday and registered at the Montezuma hotel.
Hon. Charles A.: Spiess, the well
known Las Vegas attorney and president of the constitutional convention,
was registered at the Palace hotel yes-leruay. ra leu una muiunis iui laus
to attend the session of the district

Waltham Watch
Before yea make a. Watch purchase k
let us 'tell you ' how and why you
will get more for youTr money in a
Waltham. A full assortment of all
grades.

4l

V

Crawford, a postofflce Inspector, is here from Denver.
H. D. Benisch, a dealer In soap novelties, is here from Denver.
J. W. Robert, a grocery salesman of
Denver, is calling on the trade.
H. E. Welter, a hardware dealer of
Denver, is calling on the trade.
W. P. Cobb, a hardware salesman of
Albuquerque, is at the Palace.
"L. Lewkowitz,
the Denver cigar
salesman,, is at the Montezuma.
J. O. Campbell, a rubber goods salesman of Denver, is at the Palace.
Stewart Culln, a tourist., from San
Francisco, is ,at the Palace hotel.
P. D. McCurie, the well known Den
ver sigar salesman, is in the city.
O. P. Adams, of Colorado, Fuel and
Iron Company's office in Trinidad, is
A.
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"JOY CLUB" GAVE A
DELIGHTFUL DANCE.
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Sparks, Claribel Fischer, Eleanor and FRATERNAL CONGRESS TO
W. N. Hawkins, of Jackson, Miss., is Julia Jafra Frances
BE HELD AT SANTA FE.
Hinojos, Lena j
a visitor registered at the Montezuma. Baca
virginla Bean Amelia McPiei! P. W. Farmer Homestead of the
A. H. Crawford, a cement salesman
of American Yeomen has
May
lBrgeri, Anna Dysart, The
traveling out of Denver, is at the Mon- - Megsrg Wallace
Morton Selig-- ! elected the following delegates to the
tezuma hotel.
j man
Tollman Kinsell Bernard Snitz. New Mexico Fraternal Coneress to be
Hon. Gregory B. Page, of Gallup, vimpr TYirtnv Kiifrenp Harvov.
Kd-- i held on .Tune 12 at 10 a. m. in the court
uesai iu me tuuauiuuumu cuuveiiward Cartwrjgnt j0hn Windsor, Ralph house at Santa Fe: P. W. Farmer, C
lion irom jjacmniey county, anu coun- Sparks, Anthony Luna, Luna Bergere, G. Richie, Melvin T. Dunlavy, G.
ty treasurer and collector, is at the Miguel Otero, Jacob Safford, Arthur
Howerd, Wesley
Bradfield, ArMontezuma hotel.
i Elliott,
Bernard Mulligan, thur E. P. Robinson, Joseph T. SandoPaul
ft
Butt,
miss Anna to. rorrer, assistant ireas- - Brla
and Tnhn Rnherta.
val, Fred F. Alarid, Emiterio Gonzaft
urer of Torrance county as assistant
les, Seferino Baca.
ft
editor of the Estancia Daily Herald, TOBACCO TRUST DOWN AND OUT.
Alianza
elected
is expected to arrive here tomorrow
the following delegates: Manuel Del- WE SELL CHASE AND SANBORN'S ft
IF SO WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU!
to spend Memorial day in Santa Fe. j
j
Jose
W.
ft
Sanchez,
gado,
George
From
Armijo,
One.)
(Continued
Page
Several other residents of the Estan- Fred Lopez, Juan J. Ortiz, Hilarioi
ft
'
cia valley will come here tomorrow, it the
It was alleged Baca, Telesforo Rivera, John V. Con-United States.
M
is said.
wav
Eduardo
Bonifacio
F.
and
two
Tafoya
'trusts"
the
the
that
organized
Word comes from far away Taos
ft
n
Tobacco
Company Sandoval,
that Judge and Mrs. Mechem are en- to take over
Invitations have been sent to all the
of
the
business
export
ft
joying their visit up there greatly. both and divide the world between fraternal insurance companies and or- in
Judge Mechem, especially, thinks the them.
to
send
ders
the
delegates'
ft
territory
These contracts were made
These goods are used in all the Harvey Hotels, the Frisco
scenery the finest in New Mexico and in
to this congress, which will discuss in-- i
Great Britain.
!
System, and most of the large hotels in the country. If it ft
the trout fishing good, though the
surance matters.
i i
IO use mis line il tcnuimy win
The Circuit Court found that there
PAYS
water is a little cold and a little mudft
existed a restraint of commerce, but COMPOSER OF PINAFORE
dy. Socorro Chieftain.
WE HAVE FRESH CONSIGNMENTS EVERY TEN DAYS
m
AND MIKADO IS DEAD.
The, Advocate. has. been reliably in- said nothing about the charges of
X
formed that Hon. C. R. Brice, who monopolizing. - In its decree, the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ft
served with distinction as a member court dismissed the petition as to the
London, Eng., May 29. Sir Wm.
Schenk Gilbert, the British author and
of the constitutional convention from Imperial Company and the
ft
Company and from this fea- writer of comic opera librettas, died
ft
Eddy couny, and is one of the most
of this section, ture of the decree the government here this afternoon. He was born in K
prominent lawyers
will soon remove to Houston, Texas, appealed to the Supreme Court.
It 1836 and was knighted by King Edwhere he has the offer as attorney for dismissed the petition as to the Uni- ward in 1907
some big financial concern.
His de- - ted Cigar Stores Company, and from
parture will be regretted by many this too, the government appealed,
friends here and in other parts of New
The Circuit Court decreed that the
'"
The Pathway to the
Mexico.
American
Tobacco Company, the Am- '
'
Hon. L. Bradford Prince leaves this erican Snuff Company, the American
evening for Denver to attend to busi- - Cigar Company, the American Stogie
ness of the La Joya Irrigation Com- - Company, and MacAndrews
&
and other matters, and to take bes Company were" unlawful combina-par- t
Is most frequently
in the commencement exercises j tions and restrained them from
And save money
trodden
TO BUY AT HOME
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Will enable you
by
Wolfe
at
Wednesday evening
Hall, gaging in interstate or foreign com-thwellknown girls' school, of which merce.
scientific
From this, the defendants
Ladies Silk arid Lawn Waists
Spring and Summer Dresses,
he has bften a trustee for many years. appealed to the Supreme Court.
So
knowledge of mediHe will probably meet Mrs. Prince did ' the government.
The governcinal chemicals is
Muslin Underwear
on her return from New York ana ment
the Conley
objected because
The
Drugslight.
Oswego, and arrive with her in San Foil Company and the individual deta Fe on Friday next.
gists themselves are
fendants, headed by James B. Duke,
"Mrs. John
Collier, ' president of were not made parties to the conlargely dependent
the local W. C. T. U., entertained
to restrain and because all
spiracy
upon the manuface
about seventy-fivof her friends last were vnot held to be
to
attempting
turer
for the quality
evening In honor of the second annimonopolize.
of chemicals disversary of that organization in EsCircuit Court decreed that the
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Mrs. Collier proved herself
American Tobacco Company, the
pensed. .For
a charming hostess and everyone
Snuff Company, the AmeriAmerican
we use
themselves to the fullest extent. Several beautiful musical num- can Cigar Company, P. Lorilllard
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No accidents occurred and there
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Dorothy Hayward, Consuelo Bergere, returned last evening at about 5:30. i The Leaders in Price Making.
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court.
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Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
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vote of the people of Ari-othe retention of the recall of judges in their
AT
constitution a number of Republicans
voud with the Democrats in favor of
that plan.
HI
Tho constitutions of the two territories with the provisos that Arizona
vote again on the recall and New
Mexico on a proposition to make that
Excellent
of
Pupils constitution
less difficult of amendIs Seen In Various
ment, now comes before the Senate
where a spirited debate may be exGrade Robms
The
pected before the final vote.
character of the fight
CHILDHOOD is further emphasized by the fact
LANGUAGE
0F
that Delegate Cameron, a Republican,
and
Smith, a Democrat,
are both in Washington working for
Tots
How
See
to
Tiny
Amusing
Statehood on the terms obtainable
Draw, Write and
Tucson Citizen.

M.
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Colonel Berger Grows Poetic.
A ride a few miles to the north
This is the time of the year when
children put down their books and and south of the city will repay one
It is the in viewing the beautiful landscape
take up their playthings.
time when the schools' doors are clos- of garden, field and orchard, which
this year presents a delightful sight.
ed, not to open until the fall.
But for a few days between school The rich fields of alfalfa wheat, corn
ending and school closing is an exhi- and other products of the soil; the
bition period during which one may trees in the orchards laden with
see something of the work accom- young fruit, and all nature alive with
harvest to
plished by the pupils during the past evidences of a bountiful
There is a very interesting the farmer and fruit grower will carry
year.
exhibit at the high school building one's memory backward to his old
and those wishing to get a fair idea of home away back in the east, and to
what the pupils in that building have the old farm of father and mother,
learned in the past year may do well when a barefoot boy he went to the
to view the exhibits. Downstairs, one pasture for the cows and followed
sees in the First Primary Room, illus- the reapers in the harvest field, with
trated language work, various speci- little care and less worry than 'in
cares and
mens of writing and many curious these days of business
Belen Tribune.
and pretty little Japanese lanterM, anxieties.
showing the "arts and craftB." It is
pleasing to note that the youngsters AGRICULTURE SHOULD BE
TAUGHT SAYS ELIOT.
have well represented the various
--

seasons in their

and

illustrations,

judging by yesterday afternoon, a
little more white, representing hail,
would be applicable to spring weather
in Santa Fe.
In the second
and third grade
rooms one sees some pretty panoramic effects with the brush and pencil and also some clever construction work, including cute little Indian
baskets. The essays of the tots are
naive, especially that written by a
'little boy on the Tesuque road. He
"I have a good time when
writes:
I go to see you, little road.
I remember you, little road," and in evidence of good faith he draws a fairly
good picture of this favorite drive.
There are many flags in this room
showing the youngsters have already
developed the bump of patriotism.
In the fourth and fifth grade rooms
one sees some interesting map modeling and in the sixth, seventh and
eighth grades, upstairs will be found
of work showing what has
plenty
been learned in geography, map drawOn this floor is
ing and physiology.
also to be seen some very attractive
stained glass work (on paper).
Throughout the room one sees art
work, which is a pleasing and profi
table course for the pupils, training
their eyes to observe color and training their little hands to depict H- Looking over these exhibitions, how
quickly is one, be it he or she in the

twenties, thirties, forties, or higher,
transported back to the days of childhood, when there were problems to be
solved Just as one has to solve them
until old age.
But it is refreshing to view the
(
work of the very "young youngsters"
for they invariably have a childish
way of speaking in their work that
touches the heart.

EDITORIAL

FLASHES

Too Far Away.
Gallup has more

of

Harvard Also Advoin the Public Schools of the Land.

cates

Cambridge,

Mass.,

May

29.

Dr.

Charles W. Eliot, president emeritus
of Harvard university, who believes
in sex education in the public schools
said today:
"It is through the ample and prolonged teaching of natural history
that the necessary knowledge is to
be conveyed to the children, beginning at tender years with the teaching
of botany and going on to the elements of zoology, both subjects being
taught in the most concrete manner
possible, with incessant illustrations
indoors and out, not during the whole
school year but at those seasons when
adequate illustrations and demonstrations are most feasible and convenient.
This instruction should be associated
in all schools with the teaching of
pure and applied geography and in
rural schools with the teaching of
agriculture.
In Natural History.
"Throughout this long course of natural history instruction demonstrations of the various modes of transmitting life should frequently occur,
the transmission of life being the
highest and ultimate function of every
plant and every animal, including man.
"In flowering plants the fertilization of the embryo sac by pollen may
be illustrated in operations which the
children themselves can perform. The
carrying of pollen from one flower to
another by bees and other insects or
by the wind emphasizes the general
fact that plants are fixed, while ani
mals, have motion. The
structure of plants is in itself a fascinating subject of study for children
and youths and through it all runs the
thought that nature provides for the
precious transmission of life.
Later Course of Study.
"In later years of the school course
the diverse methods of reproduction
in animals will afford a long course of
Instruction, involving the structure
and function of many different sorts
of animals. The various arrangements
for feeding the young and bringing
up families afford an endless variety
of interesting subjects for observation

-

to
Washington and consumed a month
or six weeks of the time of the house
committee on territories in an effort
to thwart the will of a
majority of
18,000 of the voters of New Mexico
in order that the territory might, forsooth, be made a state at the earliest
possible moment Socorro Chieftain.
down

ment."

Offer

200 words.
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Tough Old Customer.
Old statehood bill has been In Congress now for nigh onto 50 years,
'S GREATEST ASSET
and has never accomplished
anything.
He has been kicked
cuffed!
and
pigeon-holestrength and bodily
ruled out Is physical
of order, tramped upon, almost killed, health. The bread winner cannot afthrown in the waste basket and then ford to give out.
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THE FORUM
SIGASHO HANGTOI.
Discusses
Newspaperman
Matrimony in 8anta Fe.
By Jno. Roberts.

To Hon. Editor Santa Fe New Mexican who is similar to matrimony &
love by the freshness of his actions.
Hon. Mr. Sir:
deChief Ed. Japanese
mand written statement of matrimonial conditions in your city so I take
my pen in hand and will declaim result of my investigation to you.
Firstly I require of Hon., Mayor of
your city for same information & he
say: "I do not care to discuss matrimony just now but refer yon to Hon.
Young Man, same who is employ by
Cousin Sam at P. O." This 1 Indulge
with alacrity & persue in trail of
Hon. Him.
As I parade down your beautiful
street, same which is paved wltn
brick & Hon. Society ladies pass oyer
same, feeling rich, when I meet Jovial,
youngly man, with smile like Sunny
Pete on profile; same being garnished with girlus of the same quality of
smile, all teetering.
"Surely," I ask it of my sole, "this
gallantry man Is Hon. P. O. Clerk; I
will require with courageousness."
My speech done I prominade with
vigor to where Hon. Young man was
stood, grabbling with pretty girls, in
park, who same waits around him
like pianola.
?Hon. Sir," I require with modesty
It resolution, "Be you the Hon. clerk
at P. O?" This from me. .
j "No," he otter
with exclamation
point, ''I am not," grubble this man.
beg your parole. Sir," I say with
tell-pap-

?

'

run-dow- n

'

,

run-dow-

...

"I

WANTS

Tempting

mm
'o in tP

blank-pointl-

"No," he otter with expression- ot
sleeping beauty on his cheerless
"not quite."
"Not married?" I ejaculate with
warmth & exclamation question point,
"who be the Iuckfull lady?"
Persue
with friendship.
& same word died &
"Miss,
was buried on his lips.

"What

mony?"

do you snow
I require.

about

matri-

$500, for church wedding & $500 for

which

honey-bee-moo- n

rice

same

include

& shoes," he

say with Abraham
Lincoln expression on his face.
wnicn is consider best way by
Hoc. American men to propose to la-aies to matrimony?" I require with
curiousness.

"I don't know," he otter like sadiron, "I have tried all ways without

result."
"In Japan," I gib with emotion
"When girl hand lemonade to man &
refuse to marry same, such is consid
er Honor by him & he publish it in
local paper. Why not you did the
same?" This from me.
in that case," grubble this man,
"there would be a supplement to the
New Mexican every night."
I walk away from him & my dis
gust in silence.
What is Hon. City capitol coming
to Mr. Editor? Have you not notice
many marriageable young peoples
prominade past your
daily? Is there no reason why same
should not enter into Unholy binds
of matrimony? Answer me this question point. Is It on account of the
High cost of Loving while cows have
raised price on milk & Hon. hens declare with vigor similar to Hon. Village Romeo, "no crow; no eggs!" Is
this not so Hon. Editor?
I have hear many rumors in your
Hon. city about marriage while here
out same rumors have not substanti
ate which is similar to sett of glass
eggs be under ignorant hen: which
not hatch. I have came to part of the
stage where Hon. Curtain must come
uown witn vigor, but before
doing
same I will tell you little piece of
poetry which was recite to me bi
Hon. young fellor, same who is clerk
shop-windo-

g

;

p

'

sole-stirru- p

j

FOR RENT Furnished rooms, sin
gle ana en Buue, nouseKeeping roomf.
179 East Palace avenue.
FOR SALE Seven
room house.
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.
LOST Chihuanua Tog on SatL- ay night from 431 San Francisco feu
Return to Anaya & Lopez and receive
reward.
'

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies. Typewriters sold, exchaxieed
and rented. Standard makes handled.
:1
repair work and typewriters guar- anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.

book-keepin- g

in New Mexico
Rail
road. I shall try & copy same as re
cite Dy him.
be your Hon. Occupation?"
Love
(
"I am Clerk in Hon. Santa Fe
Drug Store," he amputate, this with oame wnicn was read to Sigasho
nangtoi, with Its author's compll
expression of haughty & grandness,
ments.
"sometimes known as the Village
Oh! Woman,
Romeo."
"Oh! mighty Stenographer," I vo- With your
eyes & navy
calize distinctfully, "Seeing all your waists,
fare wives beside your Hon. Body, tell Doeth make mere man love
me please about matrimony & Love." you
like With your lips like vegetable radish,
Same ladie3 laugh hearty-like- ,
hens, through their bronco tubes, & &teeth like white of egg, --You
Antagonise man to frenzy of love.
Hon. Man turn red like banana hdkf.
"Git, you heathen," he vocalize with For you!
heat & distinction, "befront 1 grind How cruel you be to mere man,
& spoke to me With gowns
you into mince-pies,- "
same which Of blooming quality, make
in
hotly
I did not fitfully understood,
Hon. Same feei like cheep imitation
Clerk being beneath heavy excite- Agate!
ment. & I persue my tracks with vig With your No. 8 Shoe on your
or & arbor In request of Hon. P. O. pretty ancle & stack
Of unnatural hair on
Man.
your
I walk in park while Hon. Band fashionable rore head, same drive me
to
Eulcide for love by you!
play musical pieces, with thoughts
both romantickle & sad as my heart, Be kind, gentle girl. & let bv vnur
while Hon. Ed., ; while kneelisg, kiss youc,
full of love, make cheer kick-umy postic sole demand Hon. Ameri- nuu. xue.
can poets including Santa Fe poets & Oh! Gentle female,
Mr. Wm: R. Shakespere to be present Man's Joy comfort & Chief Expense,
on such
night All this I Be kind to us. Amen.
I be now
notice with feeling.
persuing Hon. Question of
Mr. Editor, have you noticed these Statehood & will let you know soonly
things? Have you not noticed that of my accomplishments.
This poetry-piec- e
ls being In accord
the crow has come back,' singing his
Grand Opera & archetecturlng his with my feelings so I will close
Hoping you are the same,
nest among us once again? Have you
Yours truly,
not noticed the frog & the toad reclfr
' SIGASHO HANGTOI.
ing their spring poetry near Hon.
Closson's livery garage?; This Is a
'oley Kidney Puis aisolake hold of
sign of spring. Have you not noticed
Hon. Beavers sitting on, veranda of yeur system and help you to rid your-sel- f
of your dragging
beaver dam playing, "King Around
backache, dull
the Flower Stanu' with musical man- headache, nervousness. Impaired eyedolins to the accompaniment of Wa- sight, and all the ill resulting from
,;
the Impaired action of your kidno.
ter ft Sun plant nearby? ;
Do you acknowledge yon have not and bladder., Remember it is Foley
notice these phenomenal! Mr. Editor? Kidney Pills that do this. For sale
Neither have I nor anybody else as oy all druggists.

i

Spurned

Larry Lajoie almost went into vaudeville last fall. He was willing and anxious, so anxious that he tried to induce Hans Wagner to go on the stage
with him.
Hans promised, jand then
backed out, and thereby hangs a tale.
Bill Gray, a New York theatrical
manager, had a batting act for Larry,
Wagner, Cobb and Collins. He had a
machine that
the speed of a
ball off the bat. A ball was thrown
up automatically In front of the batter, who hit it toward a target. Acwe have been too busy gathering love curacy in hitting the target and the
for Hon. Fergusson & Others on their speed of the ball was shown. There
return from Washington & discussing was to be nightly batting contests bestatehood same which is always ex tween the four big stars.
Here is the tale of Hans' promise
panded until Tuesday next. We have
been doing such unimportant things and refusal to be an actor as told by
as that to notice Romance when she Larry:
Gray and I went to Carnegie to line
burst forth in green & splendor. We
should be more careless & consult our up Hans. He had promised Gray to go
on the stage, but did not answer Gray's
feelings for romanticks, in this age
letters and teiegTams. Everybody in
of scientificks such as
Carnegie knew Hans, but they never
& Stenographey.
Weil as I march around park, with saw him.
"We ran across Hans' brother Al
feelings & touch all cast downward, and asked htm
when Hans would be
I pass Hon.
&
Cold
Fudge Shop
borne. 'Pretty soon,' said Al. 'He
Cream Parlor & notice youngly man,
never stays out after dark.'
minus mustache, similar to appear"Hans came Just at dusk muddy
ance of Appolo from the freshness of and in old
clothes, fresh from the
his face, stand there gating with sol- chase. He was tickled to see us and
emnity into Poetic Park.
accepted Gray's offer, which was $500
I approach with
s
to a week for him, $25 a week and travthis young man & Require if he gaze eling expenses for his brother Al,
whom Hans wanted as his companion
recently to Hon. Clerk at P. O.
"Yes," he stimulate, "that be my on the road.
call," he add with seriousness,
"It was all fixed, Gray and I thought
"Hon. Sir," I say with seriousness A contract was left with Hans, which
of equality, "I have came to require he was to sign and send to me.
a question point of you."
"Hans was a little shy about signing
"Let her came," he say with expect- to be an actor until Gray told bim
ancy.
"I encounter Hon. Mayor Salesman
this morning & I wish to discuss matrimonial conditions & Love in your
city & he refer me to you with alacrity." This from me.
"Well what do I acknowledge about
same?" he require with smiling.
"Are you married?"
I put question

Hello-Centr-

It is a vital necessity that he keep
in the furnace, but he always came
up as fresh as ever a tthe next ses- - his nervous and muscular system in
Biuu, reuuy iur a iigni. uoiiax coun- good condition to withstand the dally
wear and tear of life.
ty Stockman.
Those who are
weakened
or nervous should remember that
The Last Stand.
Once more the historic fight for nothing excels Vinol, which Is a comstatehood is transferred to the Sen- bination of the medicinal elements ol
ate Those who saw the desperate the cod's liver and tonic Iron, to
fight against the enabling act in that strengthen the digestive organs, crebody last year, a repetition of that In ate an appetite, make new blood and
previous years, may well hope that restore strength.
the opposition at this session will
Prof. James Mitchell of Jasper
prove less formidable.
The debate In Ont., says his system was'
the House proved much less partisan to a critical point from overwork. A
than was expected. Democrats vied friend told him to take Vlnol. He did
with Republicans In condemning the so and is now enjoying perfect health,
recall of Judges and the two most gen- and he considers Vlnol a wonderful
erally denunciatory speeches of the tonic. (We guarantee this testimoAri.ona constitution were made by nial to be genuine.)
two Democratic ,; congressmen, both
We ask? . every '
over
southerners f, by : birth Legare of worked, weak person in this vicinity
South Carolina and Martin W. little, to try a bottle of Vlnol with the unton representing the Oyster Bay disderstanding that their money win be
trict of New York. ... .
. returned If
it does not" do all w
,
Upon th propriety of leaving tor a claim. Capital Pharmacy.
perseverance, befront girls, "hut what
run-dow-

Ameri-membe-

j

(Nip-and--

Wagner

to Perform at Last Moment
Batting Act All Ready.

j

-

Pi no's Body Found.
The body of Manuel Pino, who was
drowned in the Rio Grande near San
Acasio, Socorro county, two , weeks
ago, has been found lodged In the
brush two miles below the point of
The remains which
the accident,
had been in the water twelve days,
V were badly decomposed.

(

Honus

This seemed to satisfy the gentleman from Texas. But a statesman from
Illinois was promptly on his feet with
another query. Did the speaker
think it any business of the American
people what Arizona put in her constiA Kindergarten in the House.
provided it gave her a republiThe Hon. Frank B. Willis of Ada, tution,
can form of government as guaranteed
Hardin county, Ohio, is one of the
by the constitution?
As this notion
"baby" members of the House, to use has
prevailed in a number of quarters
bis own description uttered in the
we will
course
of his first congressional to this let Mr. Willis give his answer
query:
speech. He is a Republican, as it hapMr.
Willis
I do not know whether
distinca
of
is
which
something
pens,
tion for an Ohio representative in anybody else will agree with this
Also he view; but since he has asked
the
these degenerate days.
to question, I want to say to the gentledecided
addition
a
to
be
promises
man
from Illinois that my understand
the thin, blue line of heroes constitut
of the power of congress relative
ing the present minority of the house. ing
The nrnnnsal to admit New Mexico t0 the admission of states is this:
discussions that have been had
and Arizona to statehood was the sub- - Frm
11 seems
that some people think that
an'
over
for
and
of
his
speech,
ject
hour he sustained a cross fire of ques-- . tne only ground upon which congress
can
to admit a state is the fact
tioning that might have stumped an that refuse
it3 government is not republican
older legislator by its sheer volume.
He took flat issue with the late report in forra- - I do not mean to say that
of the committee on territories and tnat ls tfle gentleman's idea, but a
nninted out clearlv and cheerfully the ?reat many people have that idea. I
excellent reasons why New Mexico wil1 say t0 him that my understanding
should be forthwith admitted and why 01 tni" proposition is that that is not
Arizona, on the other hand, should the only ground. The constitution ot
wait until she recovers from her at-- . he United States says that new states
tack of that latest reform epidemic, may be admitted into this union by
the recall. We are bound to own that congress. I understand that this
of the queries were exceedingly Bress can give any reason that it
dull ones and that the general effect Pleases. It does not need to say that
of the debate was that of a kindergar-- : its government is not republican in
formIt can simply refuse for any
ten, with the Democratic members of
r
the house sitting at the feet of the new reason or for no reason. The
can congress has absolute
power.
from Ohio.
Said Mr. Willis in laying down his Therefore I think it is simply a ques-maition of Pllcy- - Does that answer the
thesis:
"I do not believe in the recall of gentleman's question?
Tbe Hon. William Allen Cullop of
judges. I believe it will make a weak
111., was next on his feet,
judiciary when a man sitting on the Vincennes,
bench instead of considering the law For a clear explanation of the obviou?
and the facts, is put In the position differences between the recall and
he has to find out what is being moval by impeachment, we cite the
said about this proposition in the:collotluy whicn followed:
Mr- - Cullof
Have not you had the
corner groceries and at the pink teas
remoyal in your constitution of judges
all over the country.
in 0nio since 1851?
This view at once aroused a new
Mr- Willis Yes.
the!
Democratic member from Texas,
Mr. Culloff Well, it has not been
Hon Oscar Callaway of Comanche,!
aused there, has It?
Hill
formerly of Harmony
Mr- Willis No.
Tuck,) Rusk county, Texas, in the
Mr- - Cullop
Now the difference beus
Let
words of the official directory.
tween tnat and thIs is the difference
set down this first colloquy:
Mr. Callaway The gentleman wants of the application of the law that has
in the constitution in every state
to remove the judges from the Influ-iein
the
union as long as they have been
ence of public sentiment by refusing
to subject them to recall. He admits states. Now, in your state a judge
can be removed on complaint of one
by that, he fears their decisions would
can he not?
be influenced by public sentiment. He Person,
cannot remove them from other influ- - Mr- - Willis Now, if the gentleman
wants t0 make a speech I will be glad
ences, yet he would shield them from
" he will get some time to do so
public sentiment that might protect
Mr- - Cullop
I am simply asking a
the public by combating other influ- - j
Question.
ences to which judges are subjected,
Mr. Willis Because I like to get on.
.Mr. Willis That is the gentleman's
However, I want to say to the gentle- speech, not mine.
Mr. Callaway I ask the gentleman man I think there is a very distinct
if he does not admit by his position difference of a judge for a definite
that the judges would be influenced by term with the power vested in the leg-islature to impeach that Judge or re- public opinion?
Mr. Willis I think I understand the move him from office. There is a
gentleman's question and will answer ' very distinct difference between thatprocess wherein a judge is to have noit the best I can.
Mr. Callaway Having admitted that tice of the charges against him, is to
does he fear the evil Influences from have opportunity to appear by coun-th- e
people, but have no fear of any-- ! sel, to have a dignified trial in the
thing but good influences upon the, name of the great state of Ohio; as 1
be- j say, there is a distinct difference
courts from other sources? i
Mr. Willis I have not admitted any- - tween that and the proposition
The gentleman has been doing mitting that judge to a recall,
Before he concluded Mr. Willis had
all the talking.
I want to say to the gentleman that also gently but firmly silenced the
would not be at all willing to take tinguished Democratic
chairman of
a step that I regard as a long way the committee on territories, Mr.
from merely electing a judge. Elect- - Flood of Virginia. We think that the
ing a judge for six years or ten years next time Mr. Willis opens his kinder-o- r
four years is quite a difference from garten there will be fewer Democrats
having a plan whereby every decision in search of education. New York
that a judge makes renders him sub- - Sun.

and achieve Japanese

adaptation,

Patriot.

So Mr. Fergusson went

POlIIs

ject to a recall, and under the provision of the Arizona constitution 25 per
cent of the electors of the district
from which the judge is elected can
recall him, and he thtn has five days
in which to resign and if he does not
resign, then the election is held, and
the charges against him are made in

Politics and the Saloon.
Everybody in Denver knows the
power of Alderman Thomas Hyder ov
er those who have to do .with the crim
inal laws.
Hyder, a saloonkeeper,
comes to the rescue of his bartender,
who should be charged with causing
the death of a woman, and lo! the
hands of justice are paralyzed and
the manalces which should bind the
fall clankwiists of a woman-beateing to the ground. Rocky Mountain
News.

-;
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Shucks!
pretty
girls to the square inch than any
town in the Mississippi valley, and
the beauty and wisdom, and house
wifely accomplishments of New Mexican womanhood are a byeword all and discussion.
t"
over the west.
We don't need im"The nesting habits of birds and
ported wives, thank you. McKinley their care of offspring are highly inCounty Republican.
structive and easy to exhibit. Here
the main object of study should
again
"
be the infinite variety and elaboration
Gloomy Is Kicking Again.
Would it not be well for certain of nature's processes for the transmismembers of. the press of New Mexico sion of life.
to leave to Washington the killing
"These subjects, if properly taught,
of statehood, if it Is to be murdered, with collecting box, scalped microand stop the effort to convince the scope, paper and pencil, are just as
world that they want to kill and pure and innocent for children under
bury the joint resolution before the 13 as chemistry and physics are.
Senate gets a whack at it? Raton There Is nothing sensual or unclean
about them, nothing which does not
Range.
tell of order, purpose, inventiveness,
-

plxiCO POLITICS

KEPT STARS OFF THE STAGE

'

PUBLIC LAND SCRIP

Scrip will

pass title to government land without
"trlement, residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
procured in any other manner.
By
use of scrip costly, tedious and dangerous contests may be averted. Write
today for full particulars. Fen S.
210 Fleming Bldg.. Phoenix,
Hil-dret-

Arizona.

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Coal Land.)
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 13, 1906, made homestead entry
No.
for SW
NW
NE
3E
N.
SW
section 5,
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before register or receiver, U.
S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 6th day of July 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose X. Gonzales, Estanlslao 'Pena,
Agustin Montoya, and Jose Ortiz y
Pino, all of Gallsteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
NOTICE

9211-0738-

4

4

2

Register.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Coal Land.
May 4, 1911,
Notice Is hereby given that Agri-pin- a
Honus Wagner.
Delgado de Gonzales, of Santa
all he would have to do was walk on Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
the stage, his bat in one hand and his made homestead entry. No.
for Lots 3 and 4, SW.
NW.
cap in the other. 'When the people
Sec. 4, SE.
NE.
Sec. 5.
applaud, take off your cap,' said Gray.
'Then take your bat and hit the ball Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
a half dozen times.'
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
"Four days later I got a letter from to make Final five year Proof, to esHans. It read:
tablish claim to the land above de" 'Dear Larry: I'd like to take up scribed, before
Register or Receiver,
your offer, but I can't stand traveling. U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
It makes me ill.'
on the 6th day of July, 1911.
"And he never replied to my teleClaimant names as witnesses:
grams and letters."
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino,
all of Gallsteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register."
9210-0738- 5,

4

4

4

AEdDTOD)

Baseball started after the golfers,
anyway.
Count that day lost when Fred
Clarke does not get a hit.
What's the use of having boxing so
long as we are allow'ed baseball?
They call Pitcher Criss of the St
Louis Browns "King Dodo" in the

Mound City.
Horace Fogel thinks himself safe In
offering Dooin a $15,000 contract if

Notice for Hunlieatloi .
Department of the InteYIor.
Pecos Forest Not Coal Land.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 27, 1911.
NOTICE is hereby given that Francisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
who, on April 18, 1906, made homestead entry. No.
for SE
Section 32, Township 16 N.,
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Fi- r
nal
proof, to establish claim
to tne land above described. beforA
Register or Receiver of the V. S
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the Ziird day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: Jaua
Gonzales y Roybal,
Tiburcio Montoya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
jm
m., ana Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe.
9234-0739-

five-yea-

he wins a pennant.
Silk O'Loughlin says a player must
have brains as well as an umpire to
get along in baseball.
Ted Easterly, the Nap right fielder,
must hit .300 In order to bold his job
on Jim McGuire's team.
George Davis has one place he nev- N. M.
er will lose a warm place in the
MANUEL R. OTERO, '
hearts of Chicago baseball fans.
Register.
New York fans will not be satisfied
With anything less than two pennants
The New Mexican Prtntnn
this year. Neither will those in Chi- pany has
prepared civil and crlmLial
cago.
dockets
for the use of JusA triple play was made by the tices of especially
the peace. They are especialThree-I
team
the
Springfield
league
ly ruled, with
other day, but the Springfield team either Spanish orprinted headings, in
English, made of
lost the game.
good record paper, strongly and durIf all the Pittsburg players were
bound, with leather back and
'Fred Clarkes, it would be easy tc ably
covers
nd canvas sides, hall full
where
Pirates
would
the
be
at
guess
Index in front and the fees of Justice!
season.
tbe
of
end
the
of the
and constables printed
The release of Hornhorst by the in full peace
on tbe Qrst page. The pages
Cleveland club was a surprise, as he
are 10
inches. These books are
was touted very strongly last fall as
made up in civi? and criminal dockets,
the successor of George Stovall.
of 33 pages each, or with
Larry Schlaffly, the former Wash- separate
both civil and criminal bound in one
now
who
ls
ington player
part owner
80 pajea civil and 320 pages
of the Troy (N. Y.) club, has blos- book,
criminal. To introduce them they are
somed out as a magazine writer.
offered ait the following prices
Hal Chase writes
$2.7f
bats right Civil or Criminal
plays billiards
Civil and Crlrric.-- J .. 4.00
a
nanaea, inrows
and can Combined
For 45 cents additional tor a single
butter his bread with either hand.
' Fred Tenney, head of the Boston docket, or 65 cents additional for a
Nationals, says he ls going to have a combination docket, they will be sent
ball team that will be good enough by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
to beat out the Cardinals and the Su-- full must accompany order. Stats
plainly whether
English or Spanish
perbas after all.
Ed Pfeffer, the big pitcher being printed heading ls wanted.
tried out with the St Louis Browns,
ls a brother of Frank Pfeffer, the former Cub pitcher, who is now with the
off
right-hande-

Instead

Liquid

Boston Nationals.
Pitcher Red Nelson, who was expected to be the leading pitcher of the
many people are now using
St. Louis Browns this year. Is hopeToilet Antiseptic
Paxtine
lessly out of the game for some time.
He contracted rheumatism while The new toilet germicide powder to be
dissolved in water as needed.
working as a brakeman last winter in
For all toilet and hygienic uses it is
Michigan,
better and more economical.
Paradoxical.
"The movement opposing our suf To cleanse and whiten the
teeth, remove tartar and
frage one win have it's meeting after
prevent decay.
V
ours."
To disinfect the month, deI
"Strange!"
stroy disease germs, and
"Why so?"
tne oreatn.
puniy
To keep artificial teeth and
"I understand it is an anti-dat- e
bridge work clean, odorless
meeting."
To remove nicotine from the teeth and

Antiseptics Peroxide

tin

imi

-

purify the breath after smoking.

To eradicate perspiration and oodj
odors by sponge bathing;.
"I understand baseball umpires are
treated with the greatest respect by The best antiseptic wash known.
Relieves
and strengthens tired, weak,
the Martians."
eyea. Heals aorethroat, wounds
"If that's the ease, baseball on Mars inflamed
and cuts. S5 and 50 eta. a box, drr "gist
most be about as much fun aa ni. or
by mail postnsid, Sam-- ) 1

aooate."

.Poor ftpon,

TMfXTQWTOitBTrooa.ssrasp
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Andrews "Cash"
GROCERY and BAKERY

MAY 29, 1911.

Each bid
and all are cordially
invited to at- clerk's office here from Samuel H. to do all in his power to assist in plans and specifications.
Telford to Mary M. Brown anU hus- the undertaking. Mr. Miller also gave must be accompanied by a certified
.
tend.
..,'
THE DAILY ROUND
There Will be a Meeting of the Con band, for the old Twitchell home In his promise to faithfully consider the check for two per cent of the bid sub
gregation of the church of the Holy Santa Cruz. The nominal considera- proposition, and stated that if nothing mitted, payable to R. H. Hanna, Secy,
of Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.
Faith (Episcopal) at the church on tion was $20. Other warranty deeds
developed before the 14th of July, the
'
Wednesday evening May 31st at 8 were from Augustin Padilla to Juan date set for the hearing of the appli- 1, Incorporated, as a guarantee that
Santa Fe, N. M., May 29
the contractor will enter into a conX o'cloVk for the election of a v'estry. Padilla and wife for property in precation for the water rights, he would tract to build said
The weather for New Mexico
building in accordThis meeting has been called by the cinct 4, for $25; from W. F. Astler to be
glad to approve the application ance with such bid.
X is fair in southwest portion X
old
the
Helbig
for
W.
J.
Waffensmith,
of
who
will
the district,
pre
bishop.
with
The
promoproper provisos.
with local showers in north and X side.
The successful bidder
property in precinct No. 3, this city,
be requir
ters of the plan, who are nearly all of ed to furnish a bond in will
east portions
the consideration being $20.
some reliable
tonight and X Sad Accident at Mosquero As
toward
done
have
much
liTucumcari,
N Tuesday.
X year-old
Marriage License A marriage
Lola Davis the Mos
Company in the amount of fifty
arrange- Surety
G. perfecting the preliminary
per cent of the contract price for the
quero, Union county handed a shot cense was issued by Probate Clerk
two
or
of
All
the
ments.
but
three
and
faithful performance of his contract.
gun to B. H. Shrout. aged 25, to W. Armijo to Jose E. Manzanares
MY MEMORIAL DAY.
Felicitas Rodriguez, both of precinct small land holders in the basin have
shoot a coyote, the gun was accidenThe Board of Directors reserve the
been bought out and these lands will
(By Katherine Keife.)
to reject any or all bids.
tally discharged, the shot piercing the 1, this city.
right
condemned
be
by
legal
prcedure
The graves of my beloved dead, how lungs of Shrout. who will die.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Blue
become
should
this
necessary.
SAN ANTONIO IS IN DANGER.
far from me they lie,
A. A. S. R. Incorporated.
Took to the Hills Twelve year old
prints already made show two ditches
Where sweet memorial words are Clyde Bledsoe, was brought back to
JAMES A. ROLLS, '
By.
four feet deep
20 feet wide and
(Continued From Page On.)
said, beneath a summer sky!
Vice Prest.
Attest:
Carlsbad, Eddy county, after' having
reaching Tucumcari, one on the north
The dews may weep where low they robbed an editor of $11.35 in cash and
R. H. HANNA, Secy.
of
on
side
south
the
lie. My tears fall far away,
the Carlsbad garage of a motorcycle. given the lay of the land, the question and the other
Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 26, 1911.
On alien soil, 'neath alien sky, on this He was held in $1,000 bond for the of the feasibility of the dam being town.
As
Memorial day.
More Prisoners for the Pen.grand jury and was given three considered from
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
months in jail for taking the cash. The the initial outlay will approximate
Sheriff Secundino Romero has arSealed bids will be received at the
$750,000, this being one of the largest rived from Las Vegas bringing ten office
The nightly stars
of I. H. & W, M. Rapp Co., Archkeep watch and sheriff had to hit him over the head ol
the 600 similar projects in the terwith a gun before he surrendered.
for the penitentiary that itects, Santa Fe, N. M., up to 31st day
ward above the sacred spot;
prisoners
The Silent Visitor Doctor J. K. ritory for which application is now were sentenced by Judge C. J. Roberts of May, 1911, 12 o'clock, noon for the
God's wild flowers deck each burial
of Hon. Robert said to have been made, both the ter- in the May term of the district court, construction of the New Mexican
McDonnell,
sward by hand of man forgot.
at Jerome, Ari- ritorial officers and the promoters He did not bring. Joseph Wiggins, as- Printing Company's building in accorddied
Emmett
Morison,
Dear graves, a thousand miles away,
and was buried were anxious for the matter to be sistant kidnaper of Waldo Rogers, ance with
plans, specifications and inmy thoughts are with you there! zona, last Thursday
The only who was sentenced from 7 to 12 years
resi- thoroughly
considered.
structions. Each bid must be accomI hear the muffled drum today, the this morning from Mr. Morrison's
the
of
to
doubt
as
the
Arizona.
dence in Prescott,
During
practicability
in the penitentiary for Wiggins has
by a certified check amounting
solemn word of prayer.
to ,be the taken an appeal and will remain in panied
her visits to the family of Judge Mor- plan was finally decided
to 2 per cent of the proposition submade quantity of water obtainable, and this
rison, Mrs. Inez McDonnell,
in Las Vegas.
mitted, and made payable to the New
I see the banner freshly set above many friends in Santa Fe, who all sym- question was met with affidavits from jail
Mexican Printing Company as a guarthat soldier's breast,
bereavesome
in
sad
in
of
her
her
oldest
the
with
the
settlers.
pathise
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.- i
antee that the said contractor will enlis colors all untarnished yet, where ment,
s
neighborhood to the effect that during
ter into contract and furnish on ap
Santa Fe, N. M., May 26. 1911.
low he lies at rest.
The Film Drama "A Tale of Two some of the hardest raina the basin
at
proval surety bond in the sum of 50
the
be
will
received
bids
Sealed
Shine, sun! Wave, flag! Above his Cities," is adapted from the novel of had been known to nearly fill with
cent of the amount of the contract.
at
per
H.
Hanna,
R.
of
the secretary,
sleep I, too, would bend and pray. Charles Dickens, and has been pro back water, although no dam existed office
Ihe company reserves the right to
to the 30th
New
Mexico,
up
Santa
Fe,
1
in
of
cast
a
heart
a
duced
with
my
Though distant,
players except the natural narrow canyon at
special
Keep
of June ati 12 o'clock, noon, 1911, reject any and all bids.
and a wealth of scenic display beyond the mouth. According
true Memorial day.
to the sur- day
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO
construction of the 'Scottish
for
the
even the previous famous works of veys already made, the retention dam
24th, 1911.
with
the
May
in
accordance
It is described by the will stand 100 feet high at one end j Rite Cathedral,
Wagon ' Timber in stock at GOE- - this company.
The pro and about CO feet at the .
BELS.
critics as a masterpiece.
other, this
No Advance in Prices at the Elks' ducing company is the same one that
a body of water about
retaining
'
three-reemotion
l
issued the
picture two by five miles In area or about
tonight.
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" a fow months 60,000 acre feet, a sufficient quantity
Black 1S8, when in need of milk and ago.
to irrigate easily 30,0000 acres of
A Tale of Two Cities The most imcream. Surplus always on hand.
land. '
film
motion
dramatic
picture
No New Mexican Tomorrow
There portant
According to statements of Mr. Milwill be no issue of the New Mexican that has ever been issued by any ler, this acreage may be increased up
is just
or
America
in
company
Europe
tomorrow. Memorial Day, but the Asto 30,000 acres. If there is not suffi-en- t
sociated Press News will be posted on produced by the Vitagraph Company
water in sight for the total acreof America.
The picture is in three
the bulletin board in front of the New
age
claimed, a great deal can be done We have just.received a larfe shipment of fishinf tackle which is the largest and
an
runs
and
or
nearly
reels,
parts,
Mexican Printing company.
in
the
way "of economical use ..and most
benot including intermissions
complete line that has ever been shown in sama re.
June Dance The Woman's Board hour,
tween the reels. It thus furnishes the careful distribution until the total
of Trade will give the June dance on main
A FINE ASSORTMENT OF
part of an entire performance, amount of land originally planned
the first of the month, Thursday eve- and will
be exhibited as the star fea- can be irrigated.
ning. It will be given in the assem ture at the Elks' theater tonight and
Acting upon territorial engineer's
bly room at the public library and tomorrow night.
advice it was decide' to investigate
promises to be an enjoyable social af
The annual the loose rock riff-raBasebalJ Excursions
for the dam
fair.
Albu- instead of tue solid concrete, as had
base ball excursions between
STEEL
s
i
Fine Monument
Work The Bill
and Santa Fe will be pulled been proposed, thus allowing for the
ASHING
Brothers Monument Company has ship querque
off on June 18 and 25. On June 18 the natural settling of the soil.
Thus
ped a carload of monuments to. Santa Duke
City's fans will go to Santa Fe the danger of leakage frould be large
j Fe from Denver and they are being
and on the 25th Santa Fe will go to ly overcome ana the expense
cut
erected in the local cemeteries. Among
These excursions have down.
The walls on either side of
those who are having monuments Albuquerque.
As many as the dam were found to be exceptionerected are: Mrs. Grimshaw for her become regular affairs.
have-- , been
000
known to ally strong, being of solid rock iorma-tiopeople
mother and sister; Mrs. Forsha for
of the strongest nature.
The
Richard
Williams and wife, Mrs. go from Albuquerque to Santa Fe on
area drained by the system extends a
Crichton, Mrs. Brown, Judge and Col that day, taking advantage of the
onel Abbott. Mrs. Wagner and Mrs. cheap rate to visit the capital of New distance of 25 miles in one direction
Of PC
Watson. Bilis Brothers are also erect- Mexico, and look over the many inter- and a number of minature rivers
who kno
man
around'
here.
in
drain
into
and
let
the
and
Of
Come
course,
the
spots
for
esting
basin.
Fishinf.
There seems And eyerythinflnecessary
ing a fine piece of memorial work in
front
Brothers' College, a statue the ball team will go along to provide to be little doubt that the water can help you pick outjour.tacklelfor the big "FISHING TRIP."
some entertainment for the visitors be supplied in plenty to keep the resto the late Brother Botulph.
The governor, who has
Illustrated Lecture There will be to the capital, and with a. fine day ervoir full.
an illustrated stereopticon, temper- and with Santa Fe playing as well as spent a great, many years of his life
ance lecture at the court house next they did yesterday, an exciting game in the west, and has seen many such
Sells Famous Old Home A warran- - 'plans developed, considered the idea
Se
Wednesday evening by Rev.
der. The lecture will be educational ty deed was recorded in the probate (well worthy of success, and promised
CO.- -

I
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MONDAY,

M.

IIP.)

fourteen--

Fresh Vegetables
of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
havea large supply of everything the home and other markets attora.
OUR

Everything

first

BAKERY

class

6

DEPARTMENT

loaves

of bread

for

25

cents

every-viewpoint-

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No.4.

.

son-in-la-

13

Palmer

Off Sale

Suits at a Great Sacrifice

I am not looking for profits, they will have to be overlooked
in order to unload quickly. Now is the time to secure a bargain in Ladies Suits. The sate will continue during this week

I

i
i

Headquarters For

?

Tackle
Fishing

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Health Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe,
f
miles from depot.
one and
Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
.
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
'WILLIAMSON RANCH,
Glorieta, N. M.
one-hal-

RODS
FLIES
CREELS

ff

SNELL

I

PLANTS, Fruit In Season. Wedding
ana TaDie Bouquets and Decoration. ?K
A
ft
Funeral Designs.
Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra charge of 25c
for packing on orders under $3.00.

Cut

i

it
ft

I THE
3j

FlOWerS

Specialty

12.

8"ta

,

r BAIT

BOXES

LANDING NETS

CtFrWCWTED

1906

Fe, New Mexico.

of-th-

J.-1- .

SUPPLY

THE BIO

TORE
Banner Green Tag Sale
Still On
A

Great Bargain

Don't forget our Banner Green Tag Sale, and get your full share of all the
good clothes and best suit on earth, Hart Schaffner & Marx make.
Owing to the great amount of suits that has been sold during this sale
week, we are announcing another week extension and give you the opportunity
to get a move on yourself and think over the pattern of suit you want, but remember it is one week only, commencing today and ending Saturday 26th.
You can't make a mistake by buying a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit because all
guaranteed wool, and first class in every respect.
Another advantage you have when you wear a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit
every tasty dresser will admire it because they are cut and made right and the
swellest styles money can buy. Our 2 piece suits are exceptionally fine in
every respect. Call and see for yourself.
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Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

$
$
$
$
$
$

37.50
32.00
30.00
27.50
25.00
22.50

-

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

$ 30.00
$ 27.50

$ 25.00
$ 22.50
$ 20.00
$ 17.50

